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In complex communication channel environments the radio link coverage at mi-
crowave frequencies is mainly restricted by the exorbitant path-loss between com-
munication nodes. Complex environments such as urban canyons and building in-
teriors often contain numerous obstacles which impede line-of-sight propagation and
cause significant path-loss. In such environments, the communication inevitably relies
on multi-path propagation such as multiple reflections, diffractions, and penetration
through obstacles, which can result in loss of connectivity even over short distances.
As an alternative, radio repeaters have been developed to enhance the signal coverage
of low-power radios in complex communication environments. Although numerous ap-
proaches have been proposed to minimize the dimensions, power consumption, and
complexity of the radio repeater system, up until recently, the near-field mutual cou-
pling between the transmit and receive antennas has been the main cause that had
limited their physical dimensions and performance.
This thesis deals with development of a low-power subwavelength radio repeater
system that can handle multiple channels simultaneously and does not require a
specific communication protocol. To realize a small-size radio repeater, two isola-
xvii
tion techniques are presented to suppress the near-field mutual coupling between the
transmit and receive antennas of the radio repeater. First, a metamaterial-based elec-
tromagnetic band-gap isolator is introduced, which prohibits substrate mode propa-
gation simply by creating a perfect magnetic conductor wall. This isolator achieves
24 dB of isolation improvement, which enables to implement a subwavelength radio
repeater with 32 dB of active amplifier gain. Secondly, a drastic suppression of the
mutual coupling is accomplished using a near-field cancellation technique. This is
done by placing the receive antenna between the two elements of a small transmit
antenna array fed with the same magnitude but out-of-phase signals. This results in
an electromagnetic null-plane at the receive location and is utilized to decrease the
mutual coupling. In this approach the mutual coupling is reduced by -86 dB, which
enables demonstration of a miniaturized radio repeater with more than 50 dB of ac-
tive amplifier gain. The performance of the radio repeaters are characterized in the
far-field using a radar system in backscattering mode. The high-gain repeater shows
21.3 dBsm of radar cross section, which corresponds to that of a 13.1 m diameter
metallic sphere.
This work concludes with an analytical derivation of the repeater radar cross
section and implementation of dual-channel radio repeater design. The radar cross
section of the dual-channel radio repeater is compared with the estimated value and





For wireless network systems, the path-loss between the transmitter and receiver
is the most critical factor that determines the possible range of communication be-
tween two nodes. Complex channel environments such as urban canyons and building
interiors often contain numerous obstacles, which impede line-of-sight (LOS) commu-
nication and increase the path-loss. In such environments, therefore, existing long
range ad-hoc communication inevitably depends on the multi-path propagation in-
cluding multiple reflection, diffraction, and penetration through obstacles. Moreover,
especially at high frequencies the path-loss significantly increases due to the multi-
path and near-ground effects. Traditionally higher transmitter power and closely
spaced communication nodes have been suggested for ad-hoc networks to improve
the path-loss and extend the signal coverage in such scenarios. However, such meth-
ods increase the system complexity, consume more power, and lead to low data rate
due to the higher latency. Furthermore, in the absence of LOS communication the
signal due to multi-path experiences fast fading effects, which can also result in loss
of connectivity even over short distances as presented in [3] and [4].
In order to mitigate these problems and improve the wireless connectivity and
the signal coverage, radio repeaters have been proposed as an alternative in various
1
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application scenarios [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In addition,
numerous commercial products utilizing the concept of the radio repeater have been
introduced and fabricated [19, 20, 21, 22]. The main objective of the radio repeater
is to boost and retransmit the received signal, which functions as a “repeated” base
station in the corresponding site, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of extended signal coverage using a radio repeater.
Radio repeaters can be categorized into two classes such as “High-level” and “Low-
level” repeaters [23]. The first type of the repeaters is placed on the high elevation
such as tall buildings and mountains to maximize the signal coverage. In general,
this type of repeater system consists of large antennas and complex circuitry for the
isolation between the transmit and receive antennas. An example of the high-level
repeater is illustrated in Fig. 1.2(a). The low-level radio repeaters are usually used for
local communications such as building interiors and basements. This type of repeater
provides the amplified radio frequency (RF) signal to blinded or shadow regions as
illustrated in Fig. 1.2(b). Usually radio repeaters are extensively utilized in public
safety, commercial communication, and government agencies to relay radio signals
across a wider area.
As shown in Fig. 1.3, a simple radio repeater consists of Receive antenna (Rx),
3
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Common examples of radio repeaters: (a) High-level repeater [1]; (b)
Low-level repeater (installed at the University of Michigan [2]).
Transmit antenna (Tx), and RF amplifier circuitry. For the downlink communication,
the received signal from the base station in the LOS is amplified and retransmitted to
another repeater or the intended receive node that is in the LOS, and vice versa for
the uplink direction. In this operation, the isolation between the Tx and Rx antennas
serves the most critical factor due to the existence of the positive feedback loop.
Figure 1.3: Schematic of the radio repeater system.
Conventional radio repeaters are not amenable for the application of the small
portable scenarios such as emergency radio communications (collapsed building, lack
of power supply) and explorations for hazardous situations. First, conventional radio
repeaters use frequency division duplex or time division duplex to resolve the isolation
4
problem, which cause complex system setup and large physical dimensions. Second,
these repeaters require a high power consumption for the operation, which is not
suitable for the lack of power supply.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Simulated wireless signal coverage in an indoor environment: (a) without
repeater; (b) with two repeaters at the left-upper and left-lower corners.
This research is focused on novel designs for implementation of the low-level types
of the radio repeater. Since the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas
restricts the system miniaturization and performance of the repeater, various suppres-
sion techniques of the mutual coupling are investigated in this thesis. This entails in
simplification of the repeater architecture, which results in the low-power and high-
gain operation. An initial test of the radio repeater is simulated using the numerical
wave propagation simulator developed at the University of Michigan and reported in
Fig. 1.4 [24]. Placing a transmitter of 2.4 GHz at the right-lower room, the signal
strength is measured along the indoor hallway 1.4(a). The complete shadow region
is observed at the upper hallway. Fig. 1.4(b) shows that the signal connectivity is
improved by about 20 dB once the radio repeaters are placed at the lower and upper
corners of the left corridor.
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1.2 Background
As the Tx and Rx antennas of the radio repeater are integrated into the compact
system, this configuration inevitably creates mutual coupling between two antennas.
In other words, a positive feedback loop exists in such radio repeaters as shown in
Fig. 1.3, which can cause system oscillation and loss of signal connectivity, if the
amplifier gain is higher than the mutual coupling. Because of this intrinsic positive
feedback loop (due to the radiation and near-field effects), the active gain of the radio
repeater is limited by the level of mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas.
When the gain of the RF amplifier is greater than the isolation level of the Tx and
Rx antennas, the repeater will start to oscillate, and the communication coverage of
that micro cell cannot be established. Thus, the level of mutual coupling restricts
the system performance of a radio repeater with a low-power and simple architecture
and how small such a system can be made.
In order to circumvent this intrinsic problem, numerous studies have been pre-
sented to suppress the mutual coupling between two adjacent antennas. For this
purpose, Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division Duplex (TDD) have
been extensively investigated, and some are reported in [25, 26, 27, 28]. The first
method is to divide the frequencies of the uplink and downlink signals. This method-
ology utilizes a FDD to reduce the mutual coupling by separating signal frequencies.
However, it requires complex circuitry, larger size, and a common protocol to manage
frequency allocation, which all imply higher cost and much more power consumption.
The second method is to separate the signal in time domain using a TDD. This also
introduces additional logic circuitry, latency, and knowledge of the repeater, trans-
mitter and receiver locations. Consequently, the suppression of the mutual coupling
without expense of system complexity and cost is the most critical factor in design of
the radio repeater.
Various researches have investigated and reported to improve the isolation be-
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tween multiple antennas such as multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) com-
munication systems and diversity antenna systems. For example, one solution per-
tains to optimizing the locations and orientations of two antennas as reported in
[29, 30]. As expected, the higher is the distance between the antennas the more is
the isolation value. In addition to the physical separation between two antennas,
orthogonal polarization is utilized to achieve the isolation in [31]. However, in these
approaches the isolation is limited to the specific configuration of two antennas, which
causes poor isolation level and extensive system optimization process. Another ap-
proach has been introduced by separating the antenna frequencies and utilizing the
lumped LC filter loaded planar inverted-F antennas (PIFA) [32]. By utilizing the
high impedance of the parallel LC circuit at the resonant frequency, two antennas
can be isolated. However, this solution inevitably causes degradation of the antenna
efficiency and bandwidth due to the finite quality (Q) factor of the lumped compo-
nents. In [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], the authors have proposed to modify the
current distribution by introducing the defected ground structure (DGS) or the ar-
tificial current path such as slots and protruding extensions. Perturbing the current
distribution, the isolation from one port to other ports can be achieved. However,
these approaches cause contamination of the antenna radiation pattern due to the
strong electric current over the ground plane. Furthermore, the artificial current may
decrease the antenna gain due to the out-of-phase current distribution, if presented.
Another solutions by utilizing the decoupling network also have been proposed in
[41, 42, 43]. In these approaches the mutual coupling between two adjacent antennas
is analyzed using a scattering matrix. The port isolation is achieved by compensating
the input impedance of the scattering matrix using additional lumped components.
Although the isolation can be achieved at the input port of the decoupling network,
these approaches require additional transmission lines to convert the antenna input
impedance to the desired trans-admittance and cause degradation of the radiation
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pattern due to the existence of the coupled current for both antennas. Furthermore,
the bandwidth of the isolation is limited to the narrow bandwidth of the lumped
components and the bandwidth of the matching network.
Recently, the new artificial structures, so-called metamaterial, which allow ma-
nipulation of the material properties have been presented in [44, 45, 46, 47]. Elec-
tromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structures are also proposed to suppress the mutual
coupling by preventing the propagation of the electromagnetic waves in a specified
frequency band. This EBG structures can be categorized into two approaches. The
first method is to engineer the electric and magnetic properties of the material, such
as the permittivity and permeability, by introducing metallic or dielectric inclusions
in a periodic manner. For example, a mushroom-like structure can suppress the mu-
tual coupling by introducing a negative refractive index, as shown in [48, 49, 50, 51].
Another method utilizes metamaterial insulators to block the electromagnetic energy
from being transmitted across the insulation boundary, as shown in [52, 53, 54]. This
metamaterial insulator consists of magneto-dielectric embedded circuits, which can
be modeled as parallel LC resonant circuits. However, both approaches have intrin-
sic limitations when attempting to suppress the mutual coupling of antennas at the
commercial ISM frequency band (around 2.4 GHz). The artificial structure requires
large physical dimensions. The metamaterial insulator causes fabrication complexity
and cost. The state-of-the-art is summarized as shown in Fig. 1.5.
In this thesis, new methodology to suppress the mutual coupling between adjacent
antennas is proposed. First, the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator is proposed
and designed. By generating a magnetic field along the signal path between the
Tx and Rx antennas with an opposite sign to that of the field generated by the
Tx antenna, artificial magnetic wall is generated that serve to suppress the surface
wave propagation from the Tx to the Rx antenna. With this method an isolation in
excess of -42 dB is achieved at the operating frequency [55]. Second, a new concept
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Figure 1.5: Summarized state-of-the-art for suppression of isolation.
for suppression of signal leakage between the Tx and Rx antennas is proposed and
implemented. By utilizing a two element antenna array for the transmitter which
is fed by a modified hybrid ring coupler, an electromagnetic null-plane is generated
at the receiver location to reduce the mutual coupling drastically. It is shown that
this near-field cancellation technique suppresses the mutual coupling down to -86 dB
at the center frequency. It is also shown that a 50 dB gain RF amplifier chain can
be inserted between the Tx and Rx antennas without system oscillation [56]. This
means that over the entire band of operation of the Tx and Rx antennas the isolation
is in excess of 50 dB. Finally, a dual-channel radio repeater design is proposed to
achieve the simultaneous operation at two frequency channels. By utilizing parasitic
elements, repeater antennas are improved to show wideband radiation bandwidth
and efficiency. In addition, a closed-loop system transfer function is investigated and
analyzed to numerically calculate the radar cross section (RCS) of the radio repeater
system [57].
For the system validation the RCS of the proposed radio repeater is measured
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and evaluated. In addition, the radio signal strength is measured and compared at
the presence of the proposed repeater along the actual indoor channel environments.
The beam forming technique will be introduced to enhance the gain of the proposed
radio repeater.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis explores a number of different performance enhancement techniques
to improve the wireless signal connectivity and increase the coverage in complex
channel environments. In the sections that follow, design objectives and principles of
operation are presented. Novel architectures are developed and implemented in order
to address the proposed techniques.
Chapter II: Investigation of Mutual Coupling Between Adjacent Antennas
and Equivalent Transmission Line Model for Electromagnetic Band-Gap
Isolator
The main source of the mutual coupling within the substrate is discussed in this
chapter. For short distances in thin substrates, it is shown that the dominant TModd0
with a zero cutoff frequency can be approximated by a TEM wave inside and in the
vicinity of the thin substrate. The propagation of this TEM wave is then modeled
by an equivalent transmission line model. Detailed field profiles of the substrate
mode are investigated, and the proposed electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) isolator is
analyzed by modeling the EBG structure in terms of an equivalent LC circuit and
establishing the proper electric and magnetic mutual couplings between the LC circuit
and the equivalent transmission line model. The operation principle and modeling
are detailed in this chapter.
Chapter III: Electromagnetic Band-Gap Isolator based Radio Repeater
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Architecture
Implementation of a novel miniaturized radio repeater for improving wireless net-
work connectivity in complex environment is presented in this chapter. Based on the
analysis for the substrate mode in Chapter II, the metamaterial-based EBG channel
isolator is designed and utilized to suppress the mutual coupling between the Tx and
Rx antennas of the radio repeater. By generating the horizontal H-field along the
array of the EBG channel isolators, artificial magnetic walls are generated that serve
to suppress the electromagnetic wave propagation from the Tx to the Rx antenna.
This results in an isolation improvement in excess of 24 dB (from -18 dB to -42 dB) at
the resonant frequency. With the EBG channel isolator, it is shown that a commer-
cial wideband RF amplifier with a gain of 32 dB can be integrated into the proposed
radio repeater. The operation principle and design specifications are detailed in this
chapter.
Chapter IV: Near-field Cancellation Technique based Radio Repeater Ar-
chitecture
A new concept for development of a high-gain and miniaturized radio repeater is
presented in this chapter. By feeding the Tx antenna array with the same magni-
tude but 180◦ out-of-phase signals, an electromagnetic null-plane is generated at the
symmetry plane, where the Rx antenna is placed. In this way, the mutual coupling
between the Tx and Rx antennas can be drastically reduced down to -86 dB at the
center frequency. This reduction of the isolation enables to increase the active gain
of the RF amplifier in excess of 50 dB within a very small form factor. The proposed
radio repeater is characterized in the backscattering mode to evaluate the overall
system gain and its bandwidth. An RCS value of 21.3 dBsm is measured, which
corresponds to the RCS of a 13.1 m diameter of metallic sphere. The principle of
the near-field cancellation and design specifications are explained and implemented
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in this chapter.
Chapter V: Simultaneous Dual-channel Radio Repeater Architecture
In this chapter, a new design of dual-channel miniaturized radio repeater is pre-
sented. Due to the intrinsic positive feedback loop between the Tx and Rx antennas,
radio repeaters form a closed-loop system. As a result, the overall closed-loop trans-
fer function should be considered in the effort of evaluating system performance and
RCS of the miniaturized radio repeater. The proposed closed-loop transfer function is
utilized and illustrated to enhance the performance of the radio repeater. By utilizing
the magnetic and electric couplings, the Tx and Rx antennas are designed to show
multiple resonant frequencies and the improved radiation efficiency and bandwidth
over wide frequency range. Based on the calculated closed-loop transfer function and
the simulated antenna responses, the RCS of the dual-channel radio repeater is an-
alyzed and compared with a 0.36 m of diameter of a metallic sphere. It is shown
that the proposed radio repeater provides dual-channel capability with more than
26.0 dBsm of RCS on both channels.
This thesis concludes with a summary of the presented works. The notable contri-
butions are outlined, and future directions of this research topic are briefly discussed.
CHAPTER II
Investigation of Mutual Coupling Between
Adjacent Antennas and Equivalent Transmission
Line Model for Electromagnetic Band-Gap Isolator
2.1 Introduction
In recent years electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structures have been widely uti-
lized in applications where mutual coupling between two or more closely spaced anten-
nas is to be suppressed. Such applications include reduction of the mutual coupling
among antenna elements of planar microstrip arrays [50] , reduction of cross-talk
in miniaturized elements of compact arrays [53], and more recently improved iso-
lation among antennas of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) communication
systems [58, 59]. In practice EBG materials are made of subwavelength magneto-
dielectric structures with particular resonant characteristics that can inhibit wave
propagation near their resonance [54, 60]. In such scenarios, usually the effective
permeability of the equivalent medium becomes negative. Similar behavior has also
been demonstrated for designing antenna over high impedance surfaces [48, 61] and
reactive impedance surfaces [62].
Due to the assumption of periodicity of EBG structures, the design procedure often
relies on calculation of dispersion diagram for a unit cell. Such analyses are based on
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Floquet theorem and do not account for the truncation effects that are encountered
in practical situations. The numerical simulation of finite structures composed of
numerous unit cells has features with dimensions much smaller than a wavelength.
Thus, this requires significant computational resources, and the computational errors
for such resonant structures usually exceed the required fidelity for an accurate design.
One of such problems is encountered in the design of an EBG structure intended
for creating high isolation between two miniaturized antennas with subwavelength
separation implemented in a thin substrate [55].
In order to address these difficulties, a new equivalent circuit model for such EBG
structures is presented in this chapter. A typical EBG structure, composed of two
short circuited vertical pins connected by a series capacitor, is considered here to un-
derstand the physical interactions between the substrate mode and the EBG isolator.
Based on a previous design [55], the lateral dimension of the interdigital capacitor is
decreased, and the height of the unit cell is increased to minimize the parasitic effects
from the ground plane. The proposed equivalent circuit model employs a conventional
transmission line model embedding a magnetically coupled parallel LC resonant cir-
cuit. The circuit simulation and full-wave simulation responses are compared to show
the validity of the proposed circuit model. It is shown that the proposed circuit model
can correctly predict the reflection zero and the notch responses obtained from the
full-wave simulation response.
2.2 Investigation of Substrate Mode
In most practical applications, RF communication circuits are built on dielectric
substrates for system integration and miniaturization. A single-layer dielectric sub-
strate, commonly used for many high frequency digital and RF circuits, has signal
traces on top and is backed by a conducting ground plane as shown in Fig. 2.1.
In a source-free region the electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from the
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of a dielectric-coated conductor.
electric and magnetic Hertz vector potentials which satisfy Helmholtz equations. Ac-
cording to the boundary condition at z = 0, it can be shown that only TModd and
TEeven modes can be guided through the substrate. For the TModd solutions, the field










E2z = iβAk2c cos(k2cz)e
iβy
H2x = iAωε2k2c cos(k2cz)e
iβy
(2.2)




ν2 = β2 − k21
(2.3)
and A and B are some constants for each of regions.
From the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic fields at z = h and
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dispersion relations (2.3), the relations for k2c and ν can be written as
ε1
ε2
X tanX = Y





where X = k2ch and Y = νh.
The cutoff frequency for TM modes is defined as a frequency for which ν = 0,






for m = 0, 1, · · · (2.5)
Here, it should be noted that TModd0 has a zero cutoff frequency regardless of the
substrate thickness, and only TModd0 mode can be guided through a thin substrate.
Therefore, TModd0 mode mainly contributes to the mutual coupling observed in planar
circuits.
To examine the characteristics of the dominant substrate mode, let us consider a
relatively thick substrate near Bluetooth operating frequency. Solving (2.3) and (2.4)
for h = 3.18 mm, ε1r = 1, ε2r = 2.2, and f = 2.46 GHz, the propagation constant
and attenuation constant are obtained as k2c = 56.252, ν = 4.599, and β = 51.727.
The radio of the horizontal to normal components of the E-field at the interface in
Region 1 (at z = h+) is about -21 dB. Thus, the electromagnetic wave near the thin
substrate can be approximated by a Transverse Electric and Magnetic (TEM) wave.












from which one can determine the region of validity of quasi-TEM approximation.
Numerical simulation indicates that |Ey ||Ez | < -20 dB can be maintained for substrates
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with ε2r ≤ 10 when h/λ0 < 0.02, and h/λ0 can be as high as 0.03 for ε2r ≤ 2.2 as








which equates to ZTM0 = 171.807 Ω at f = 2.46 GHz.
Figure 2.2: Ratio of the horizontal to normal E-field at the interface between air and
a thin dielectric substrate.
2.3 Electromagnetic Band-Gap Isolator
The metamaterial-based EBG isolator is composed of single array of parallel LC
resonant circuits that is magnetically coupled to the dominant substrate mode [55].
As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, the unit cell of the EBG isolator consists of vertical
wires and horizontal conducting strips. The loop behaves like an inductor, and the
interdigital metallic strips act as a series capacitor in the loop. For the quasi-TEM
substrate mode, the horizontally polarized H-field is linked by the square loops of
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the EBG, which in turn induces electric currents on the vertical wires. This induced
current generates H-field in the opposite direction according to Lenz’s law. When the
unit cells are closely spaced to each other, the inductance of the loops is increased,
and the periodic array acts like a solenoid. At resonant frequency the periodic layer




Figure 2.3: Unit cell of the electromagnetic band-gap isolator: (a) geometry and de-
sign parameters of the EBG isolator; (b) geometry and design parameters
of the interdigital capacitor.
Due to the mutual coupling between the adjacent loops, the self-inductance of the






where Aloop = hloop lloop is the cross sectional area of the loop, and d is the periodicity
of unit cells.
As the induced current from the horizontal H-field flows through the top con-
ducting strips, it generates E-field between the conducting strips. Since most of the
E-field between these strips are in the gap and perpendicular to the metallic edges,
its capacitance can be computed from the capacitance per unit length of two thin















where η = w1/(w1 + g) is the metallization ratio and K(k) is the complete elliptic





1− k2 sin2 ϕ
(2.11)
Since the individual capacitors between strips are connected in parallel, the total
capacitance per unit length of interdigital capacitor is equal to





for n > 3 (2.12)
where Ci is the capacitance between inner strips, Ce is between outer and inner
strips, and n is the number of strips. Hence, the total capacitance of the proposed
EBG isolator can be calculated easily from CS = Clcap, where lcap is the length of
the strips. The designed parameters for operation at 2.46 GHz are summarized in
Table 2.1. The corresponding inductance and capacitance of the unit cell are thus
found to be LS = 29.9237 nH and CS = 0.1139 pF, respectively.
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Table 2.1: Design parameters for the proposed electromagnetic band-gap isolator
lloop lcap g w1 w2
6.10 mm 2.34 mm 0.10 mm 0.10 mm 0.20 mm
hloop d r n
3.18 mm 0.81 mm 0.36 mm 4
2.4 Equivalent Circuit Model for the EBG Isolator
As mentioned before, the substrate mode within a thin substrate can be approx-
imated by a TEM plane wave. Also the propagation of a TEM wave in a simple
medium with material parameters ε and µ can be modeled in terms of an equivalent
transmission line with capacitance and inductance per unit length equal to ε and µ,
respectively [65]. Hence the propagation of the substrate mode within a thin substrate
can also be represented using a transmission line model as shown in Fig. 2.4. Due
to the propagation symmetry along z-axis of the substrate, the Π-transmission line
model is adopted. The inductance and capacitance per unit length of the transmission
line Lg and Cg are given by µrµ0 and εrε0, respectively.
As the EBG isolator is linked to the substrate mode through the horizontal H-
field, the inductance of the EBG structure can be modeled to have an inductive
mutual coupling K1 with the inductance of the equivalent transmission line as shown
in Fig. 2.4(b). The induced electric currents on two vertical wires of the EBG flow
in opposite directions, and therefore the equivalent inductor of the EBG isolator is
divided into two equal inductances and connected to the ground plane of the trans-
mission line model. The mutual coupling between the vertical wires on the opposite
sides is expressed by K2. The mutual coupling between the equivalent transmission
line and the horizontal conducting strip of the EBG isolator can be described through
the capacitive coupling CP2. Furthermore, RS and CP1 are employed to show the fi-
nite quality (Q) factor of the EBG isolator and the parasitic capacitance between the




Figure 2.4: Equivalent transmission line model for the EBG isolator: (a) illustra-
tion of the conceptual equivalent transmission line; (b) equivalent circuit
model for the EBG isolator embedded substrate.
In order to verify the accuracy of the EBG isolator model, a commercial full-wave
solver (Ansoft’s HFSS ver. 12) is utilized. As shown in Fig. 2.5(a), perfect magnetic
conductor (PMC) walls are assumed to enforce the periodic condition of the unit
cells. To eliminate non-physical reflections at the boundaries of the upper free space
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and the front and back sides, perfectly matched layers (PML) are assigned at these
openings. Perfect electric conductor (PEC) is assigned at the bottom as an infinite
ground plane. In addition, two small thin pins are employed to generate the substrate
mode and measure the transmission coefficient through the EBG isolator. Since only
TM0 mode can be supported, the substrate mode is coupled to the EBG isolator as
shown in Fig. 2.5(b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5: Numerical simulation setup: (a) boundary condition setup for full-wave
simulation using finite element method solver; (b) propagation of TM0
mode within the substrate.
In Section 2.3, the inductance and the capacitance of the EBG isolator are analyt-
ically evaluated from (2.8) and (2.12). The equivalent transmission line parameters
are also analytically represented, and the set of values for the rest of circuit elements
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are derived from the result of full-wave simulations. A curve-fitting process using a
high frequency circuit simulator (Agilent’s ADS 2008) is adopted to get the best fit
between the circuit simulation and the full-wave response. It should be noted that a
normalized frequency response is obtained by dividing the frequency response (trans-
mission coefficient S21) of the short vertical pins with and without the EBG. This
approach is only valid to estimate the locations of the reflection zeros and poles of
the EBG isolator. In addition, extremely dense meshes (very small tetrahedra) and
very fine convergence in the finite element method (FEM) simulation are required to
get accurate and stable results. The small tetrahedral meshes are required to model
the gap capacitances and inductance of the loop accurately. The very fine convergence
criteria is needed to get the resonant frequency of the high Q circuit correctly. The
values of the circuit elements are summarized in Table 2.2. As shown in Fig. 2.6(a),
three different design parameter sets and corresponding capacitance/inductance with
fixed circuit elements of RS, CP1, and CP2 are considered to estimate the mutual
coupling coefficients K1 and K2. The proposed equivalent circuit model shows a good
agreement with the full-wave responses including a reflection zero at 2.396 GHz and
a band-stop response at 2.462 GHz.
Table 2.2: Extracted circuit elements for the proposed equivalent circuit model
LS CS RS CP1 CP2 ∆l
29.9237 nH 0.1139 pF 0.65 Ω 10 fF 120 fF 6.45 mm
ZTM0 K1 K2
171.8066 Ω 0.364 -0.139
Since the mutual coupling coefficients K1 and K2 account for the H-field linkage
from the substrate mode and the EBG isolator, these values are dependent on the
physical dimensions of the EBG isolator. Using the same curve-fitting process between
the full-wave simulation and the proposed circuit model, the mutual coefficients are




Figure 2.6: Numerical simulation results: (a) comparison between full-wave and cir-
cuit simulation responses; (b) simulated mutual coupling coefficients ac-
cording to the length of the equivalent transmission line unit cell.
the unit cell becomes longer, the inductive coupling between the substrate mode and
the unit cell becomes weaker. However, the mutual coupling coefficient between the
two vertical wires (K2) shows little variations to the length of the unit cell within the
small range (λg/16 ∼ λg/12).
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the performance characteristics of single-layer 1-D periodic metamaterial-
based electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structures embedded in metal-backed sub-
strates are described. It is shown that the dominant substrate mode for thin sub-
strates can be approximated by a TEM wave inside and in the vicinity of the thin
substrate. Given this TEM approximation, the magnetic coupling between the sub-
strate mode and the EBG isolator is represented through a mutual inductive coupling
and some capacitive couplings. An equivalent circuit model for the thin substrate em-
bedding the EBG isolator is developed and analyzed. The circuit simulation response
of the proposed equivalent circuit model shows a good agreement with the numerical
full-wave solution. The proposed circuit model can be utilized to estimate the mu-
tual coupling coefficients and to find the locations of the reflection zero and band-stop
frequencies of the EBG isolator.
CHAPTER III
Electromagnetic Band-Gap Channel Isolator based
Radio Repeater Architecture
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Background of this study
For wireless network systems, the path-loss between the transmitter and receiver
is a critical factor that determines the possible range of communication between two
nodes. Complex environments such as urban canyons and building interiors often
contain numerous obstacles that impede the line-of-sight (LOS) communication and
increase the path-loss. The existing long range ad-hoc communication network relies
on multi-path (multiple reflection, diffraction, and penetration through obstacles). In
these environments especially at high frequencies the path-loss dramatically increases,
which often requires higher transmitter power and closely spaced communication
nodes. Furthermore, as transmitter power increases or as transmitting nodes become
closer, the potential for mutual interference between communication cells increases
which, if present, can cause degradation in coverage capacity. Additionally, a topology
that uses closely spaced nodes will be more expensive than a similar topology sparsely
populated with nodes. To overcome these situations and to help improve the ground
area coverage of communication signals without increasing the transmitter power,
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radio repeaters have been extensively used in various application scenarios. Numerous
studies regarding feasibility and operation of the radio repeater have been presented
in [5], [10], [13], and [14].
Figure 3.1: Schematic of radio link using the proposed subwavelength radio repeater.
Additionally, numerous commercial products utilizing the concept of the radio
repeater have been introduced and fabricated such as in [19] and [20]. The main
objective of the radio repeater in these scenarios is to achieve enhanced connectivity
by amplifying a radio signal through an active device as shown in Fig. 3.1. For
the downlink communication, from a base station to an end-node/unit, the signal
originating at the base station is linked through the Receive antenna (Rx) of the
repeater, amplified, and retransmitted through the Transmit antenna (Tx), and vice
versa for the uplink direction. However, the mutual coupling between the repeater’s
Tx and Rx antennas generates a positive feedback loop as shown in Fig. 3.1. When
the gain of the RF amplifier is greater than the isolation level of the Tx and Rx
antennas, the overall system will start to oscillate, and the communication coverage
of that micro cell cannot be established. Thus, the level of mutual coupling limits
the performance of a radio repeater as well as the dimension and cost of the overall
system. To circumvent this intrinsic problem, generally two approaches have been
proposed. The first method is to divide the frequencies of the uplink and downlink
signals. This methodology utilizes a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) to reduce
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the mutual coupling by separating signal frequencies. However, it requires complex
circuitry, larger size, and a common protocol to manage frequency allocation, which all
imply higher cost and much more power consumption. The second method is to adapt
a Time Division Duplex (TDD) in time domain. This also introduces additional logic
circuitry, latency, and knowledge of the repeater, transmitter and receiver locations,
as presented in [25] and [26].
In this chapter, a new device is proposed to overcome the adverse effect of various
complex environments by reducing the path-loss. To enhance radio connectivity and
maintain low-power communication, a very small radio repeater with a large radar
cross section (RCS) and an omni-directional radiation pattern is proposed. The pro-
posed radio repeater receives the LOS signal from the transmitter, amplifies it, and
then retransmits the amplified signal omni-directionally, which establishes a secondary
LOS to arbitrary receivers. Thus, a series of small radio repeaters can enhance radio
connectivity by establishing a LOS with the repeater nodes.
3.1.2 Benefits of the Proposed Subwavelength Radio Repeater
Fig. 3.2 shows the proposed subwavelength radio repeater. It consists of two
miniaturized planar antennas capable of supporting an omni-directional pattern and
vertical polarization. Additionally, a metamaterial-based isolator structure is used,
and active RF amplification circuitry as well as a battery is integrated into the ra-
dio repeater platform. Since the Tx/Rx antenna of the proposed repeater shows
omni-directionality over the H-plane, the uplink and downlink signal paths can be
established through a single circuit path. This can reduce complexity and power con-
sumption of RF circuitry. In addition, pure vertical polarization allows for a simple
antenna structure for the base station and end-node / units as well as a decreased
path-loss along the channel. It is well understood that for near-earth wave propaga-
tion scenarios vertically polarized waves experience much less path-loss compared to
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horizontally polarized waves as presented in [66]. To achieve the compact dimension
of the radio repeater, a metamaterial-based electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) channel
isolator is utilized. By generating the normal H-field along the signal path between
the Tx and Rx antennas, artificial magnetic walls are generated that serve to suppress
the electromagnetic wave propagation from the Tx to the Rx antenna.
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the proposed subwavelength radio repeater system.
The proposed radio repeater occupies a very small area (0.07λ0
2) with a very
short height (λ0/70) without its active circuitry. The passive components such as two
miniaturized antennas and metamaterial-based isolator are presented and verified
in this chapter. A prototype is fabricated using a commercially available dielectric
substrate. In addition, a commercially available RF amplifier and battery are used
to verify the operational feasibility of the proposed repeater. This configuration is
shown to boost the power level of the received signal by 32 dB.
3.2 Design Specifications
3.2.1 Miniaturized Repeater Antenna
According to antenna theory, the intensity and polarization of the radiated field
are proportional to the level and direction of the current distribution over the an-
tenna. In many practical miniaturized antennas, the level of the excited current is
limited by the impedance mismatch between the feeding network and the antenna
itself. To achieve a low-profile miniaturized antenna, a quarter-wavelength microstrip
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resonator fed near the short-circuited end is used. To achieve miniaturization and
impedance matching a four-arm spiral shape quarter-wavelength resonator structure
was utilized and presented in [67]. Although a good input reflection coefficient at the
frequency of operation can be obtained, this antenna requires two layers; an upper
layer consisting of the open-ended spiral shape line and a lower layer consisting of
the short-circuited transmission line for the matching network to radiate the power
effectively. This physical structure increases complexity and cost for fabrication. And
any misalignment between the two layers can shift the operation frequency.
Figure 3.3: Planar multi-element monopole antenna using four quarter-wavelength
arms.
The proposed new approach is to place the matching network at the same layer of
the miniaturized antenna as shown in Fig. 3.3. Although the main radiation is from
the shorted pins, some radiation is emanated from the spiral arms. The polarization of
the radiated field from the spiral arms is horizontal. Therefore, each of the spiral arms
should be placed in a symmetrical manner in order to minimize horizontally polarized
radiated field. Symmetry of these arms is essential to cancel such radiated fields
and eventually achieve an omni-directional vertically polarized radiation pattern. In
addition, symmetry and close spacing (1.56 mm ≈ λ0/70) of the shorting pins enable
the excited currents through these pins to be in-phase. The short circuited currents
that pass through the four vertical pins are the dominant radiating elements and
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responsible for the vertically polarized radiated field. The optimized planar multi-
elements monopole antenna (MMA)1 is designed using a commercial finite element
method solver (Ansoft’s HFSS ver. 11.1).
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Planar multi-element monopole antenna using two quarter-wavelength
arms: (a) geometry of the planar MMA; (b) design parameters.
To be incorporated into the subwavelength radio repeater, the optimized MMA
must be further modified to achieve smaller dimensions. Because of the subwavelength
dimension of the proposed radio repeater, a pair of the optimized MMA with four
arms can produce a high level of mutual coupling within the small ground plane.
Thus, the objective is to modify the MMA geometry so that mutual coupling can be
1This antenna was designed by Dr. Wonbin Hong.
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reduced while maintaining the polarization purity and the desired radiation pattern.
By utilizing only two arms of the MMA with a symmetric geometry as shown in
Fig. 3.4, the horizontal current cancellation and reduction of mutual coupling can
be achieved at the expense of an asymmetric radiation pattern in the E-plane. The
planar MMA is designed and verified using Ansoft’s HFSS. The designed geometry
and parameters are shown in Fig. 3.4. The physical dimensions are optimized for
operation around 2.5 GHz and summarized in Table 3.1. And all line width and
spacing (between traces) values are set to 0.4 mm, except for lh1, lv1 and lm which
are set to 0.6 mm.
Table 3.1: Design parameters of the planar multi-element monopole antenna
lh1 lh2 lh3 lh4 lv1 lv2 lv3
11.20 mm 5.10 mm 4.10 mm 3.30 mm 5.00 mm 4.00 mm 3.20 mm
lm ls
1.10 mm 0.78 mm
Fig. 3.5(a) presents the simulated input reflection coefficient of the planar MMA.
As can be seen, the planar MMA shows a -18.5 dB of input reflection coefficient at the
design frequency. The radiation pattern of the planar MMA is shown in Figs. 3.5(b),
3.5(c), and 3.5(d). The vertical polarization in the H-plane shows an omni-directional
pattern, similar to that of a monopole. In addition, the level of the horizontal polariza-
tion in the H-plane is negligible compared to the vertical polarization, which implies
that the cancellation between horizontal electric current is achieved effectively. Fur-
thermore, the transmission line based antenna can be fabricated using the standard
printed circuit technology. This serves to reduce the alignment error observed in the
multi-layer design, and hence the fabrication process and the discrepancy between




Figure 3.5: Simulated responses of the planar MMA: (a) input reflection coefficient;
(b) radiation pattern in E(zx)-plane; (c) radiation pattern in E(yz)-plane;
(d) radiation pattern in H(xy)-plane.
3.2.2 Metamaterial-based EBG Channel Isolator
In practical antenna systems, the mutual coupling between adjacent antennas re-
stricts compact integration of multiple antennas in a small area for applications such
as multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) communication systems. To suppress
the mutual coupling, various approaches have been studied and presented in [48],
[50], and [53]. In general, these studies can be categorized into two approaches. The
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first method is to engineer the electric and magnetic properties of the material, such
as the permittivity and permeability, by introducing an artificial structure. For ex-
ample, a mushroom-like structure can suppress the mutual coupling by introducing a
negative refractive index, as shown in [48] and [50]. Another method utilizes metama-
terial insulators to block the EM energy from being transmitted across the insulation
boundary, as shown in [53]. This metamaterial insulator consists of magneto-dielectric
embedded circuits, which can be modeled as parallel LC resonant circuits. However,
both approaches have intrinsic limitations when attempting to suppress the mutual
coupling of antennas at the commercial ISM frequency band (around 2.5 GHz). The
artificial structure requires large physical dimensions, and the metamaterial insulator
causes fabrication complexity and cost.
To address these limitations, a metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator is pro-
posed and designed as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The proposed isolator is designed to
resonate at the desired channel frequency and decrease the mutual coupling by sup-
pression of the surface waves in the substrate generated by the vertical pins of the
MMA. The vertical pins create a Transverse Magnetic (TM) wave in the substrate
with zero cutoff frequency. The H-field is parallel to the ground plane and perpen-
dicular to the pins. To inhibit propagation of the TM surface wave, a metamaterial
EBG layer can be utilized. The advantage of the band-gap material is that it creates
an equivalent open circuit to the surface wave as opposed to a short-circuit that a
metallic wall can produce.
The band-gap metamaterial consists of an array of the parallel LC resonant circuits
that are magnetically coupled with the substrate mode. This is realized using unit
cells that consist of vertical wires and horizontal conducting strips, which behave like
a distributed inductor and a distributed capacitor, respectively. Using image theory,
when each loop is imaged a larger loop having a larger inductance and a smaller




Figure 3.6: Unit cell of the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator: (a) geometry
and design parameters of the unit cell; (b) illustration of the square loop
by image theory.
propagates from the Tx to the Rx antenna through the substrate, the horizontally
polarized H-field linked by the square loop induces an electric current on the vertical
wires. In addition, this induced current generates H-field which is perpendicular to
the loop. When the unit cells are closely spaced to each other, the inductance of the
loops is increased and the periodic array acts like a solenoid. At resonance the periodic
layer acts as a Perfect Magnetic Conductor (PMC) plane. Due to the mutual coupling
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of the adjacent loops, the self-inductance of the square loop as shown in Fig. 3.6(b)





where Aloop = h lloop is the internal area of the loop and d is the periodicity of unit
cells.
The quality (Q) factor of the equivalent single pole isolator affects the performance
and isolation bandwidth. Thus, commercial lumped capacitors with finite deviation of
capacitance values and low Q factor will cause the suppression of the mutual coupling
to deteriorate. To simultaneously reduce the deviation of these values, improve the
Q factor, and lower the cost of fabrication, printed circuit technology can be utilized
to implement the capacitors. As mentioned, the H-field induces the electric current
on the vertical wires, and this current transforms to a displacement current (E-field)
as it gets through the gaps between the fingers of the series interdigital capacitor.
As most of the E-field between the metallic strips of this capacitor is in the gap
and perpendicular to the metallic edges, its capacitance can be computed from the















where η = w1/(w1 + g) is the metallization ratio and K(k) is the complete elliptic





1− k2 sin2 ϕ
(3.4)
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Since the individual capacitors between fingers are connected in parallel, the total
capacitance per unit length of interdigital capacitor is equal to





for n > 3 (3.5)
where Ci is the capacitance between inner strips, Ce is between outer and inner strips,
and n is the number of fingers. Hence, the total capacitance of the proposed isolator
can be calculated easily from Cs = Clcap, where lcap is the length of the fingers. The
interdigital capacitor is centered between two vertical wires. The designed parameters
are summarized in Table 3.2. The length and height of the unit cell are chosen to
be 6.25 mm × 1.57 mm. The corresponding inductance and capacitance of the unit
cell are thus found to be 15.2132 nH and 0.1869 pF, respectively. Based on this
calculation, the self resonant frequency is calculated to be 2.98 GHz.
Table 3.2: Design parameters of the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator
lloop lcap g w1 w2
6.25 mm 3.84 mm 0.10 mm 0.10 mm 0.20 mm
h d r n
1.57 mm 0.81 mm 0.20 mm 4
3.3 Parametric Studies and Optimization
3.3.1 Optimal Configuration without the Metamaterial-based EBG Chan-
nel Isolator
In Section 3.2, the principle of operation of the MMA was established. The planar
MMA with two symmetric arms and vertical pins was designed on a small ground
plane and was shown to produce a very good impedance match and vertical polariza-
tion. This design is further optimized to be integrated into the metamaterial-based
EBG channel isolator as shown in Fig. 3.7. As mentioned before, two arms of the
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of the repeater platform without the metamaterial-based EBG
channel isolator.
original MMA that would come close to the metamaterial isolator are removed. The
H-field from these arms could have coupled to the isolator loops and established a
link between the two antennas instead of isolating them. In a miniaturized antenna,
the size of the ground plane can also affect the performance of the antenna. The edge
currents on the ground plane affect the radiation pattern, directivity, and polariza-
tion. To maintain small physical dimensions, the design parameters for the optimized
configuration include the position of the Tx and Rx antennas as well as the dimen-
sions of the ground plane. The optimization is performed using HFSS to achieve
impedance matching at the desired frequency, maintaining an isolation level smaller
than -20 dB, and minimizing the size of the ground plane.
Fig. 3.8(a) represents a parametric study where the simulation responses of the
mutual coupling (transmission coefficient S21) between the Tx and Rx antennas are
displayed. In this simulation the spacing between the antenna and edges of the
ground plane are fixed and the distance between the two antennas, D is varied. As
can be seen, the distance between the two antennas does not play a major role in the




Figure 3.8: Simulated mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas shown in
Fig. 3.7: (a) varying the separation between the Tx and Rx antennas; (b)
varying the width of the ground plane.
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from surface wave propagation is not affected by the separation distance within the
specified range of distances shown in Fig. 3.8(a). However, in choosing the ground
plane size the overall dimension of the subwavelength radio repeater platform and the
space for the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator should be taken into account
to avoid any interaction between the two antennas and the metamaterial-based EBG
channel isolator. The optimized distance between the two antennas is found to be
25 mm. In addition, the width of the ground plane affects the level of mutual coupling
due to excitation of edge currents. This effect is shown in Fig. 3.8(b) where all other
dimensions are fixed (D=25 mm, L=40 mm) and W is changed. To account for the
integration of an RF amplifier on the backside, the dimensions of the platform are
finally chosen to be 40.01 mm × 20.68 mm, which corresponds to λ0/2.75 × λ0/5.32.
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3.3.2 Metamaterial-based EBG Channel Isolator and Antenna Integra-
tion
The geometry of the proposed miniaturized radio repeater is composed of two
miniaturized low-profile antennas capable of radiating vertical polarization and a
metamaterial isolator layer as shown in Fig.3.9. As mentioned before, close spacing
between the antennas and the isolator causes the mutual coupling, and therefore it
affects the performance of the repeater. Specifically, the antennas input impedances
and the resonant frequency of the isolator both change as a result of the placement of
the antennas and the isolator. The current distribution on the ground plane is used
to evaluate the optimal placement of the isolator. As all of the physical parameters
are related to each other through various electromagnetic interactions, optimization
is achieved through adjusting the length of the isolator loop and the strip iteratively
using HFSS.
Figure 3.9: Geometry of the subwavelength radio repeater platform with the
metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator.
As an initial step in the design, the Tx and Rx antennas as well as the isolator
are designed separately. For integration, since multiple resonant structures within
subwavelength dimensions are used, the use of manual mesh modifications in HFSS
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is required to capture the details of the fields around the isolator. The designed
geometry is in Fig. 3.9. Physical parameters are optimized for the repeater to operate
around 2.72 GHz and are reported in Table 3.3. The optimized simulation response
and measured data are discussed in Section 3.4 and 3.5.
Table 3.3: Design parameters of the subwavelength radio repeater
Design Parameters Optimized Dimension
Distance between two antennas (D) 24.99 mm
Distance between two vertical wires (lloop) 5.84 mm
Length of strip fingers (lcap) 3.38 mm
Width of platform (W ) 20.68 mm
Length of platform (L) 40.01 mm
Height of platform 1.57 mm





3.4 Repeater Simulation Results
In this section full-wave analysis is carried out to examine the performance of the
proposed repeater. Fig. 3.10 shows the simulated S-parameters of the optimized sub-
wavelength radio repeater platform. As shown, a -20 dB of transmission coefficient
can be achieved between the Tx and Rx antennas without the metamaterial-based
EBG channel isolator with designed dimensions (assuming the two antennas are well
matched.) Incorporating the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator, the transmis-
sion coefficient drops to -30 dB. Also shown is that the antenna response is affected
due to the interaction between the antennas and the isolator. In fact, per our design
the antennas are well matched (over -15 dB of input reflection coefficient), and the
center frequency is at the desired value in the presence of the isolator. The presence
of the antenna also affects the isolator frequency response. As shown before, the res-
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onant frequency of an isolated unit cell of the metamaterial isolator is at 2.98 GHz.
With some small adjustments, in the presence of the antenna, this resonance occurs
at 2.72 GHz as shown in Fig. 3.10.
It should be noted here that if the ground planes of transmit and receive antennas
are disconnected improved isolation can be achieved. However, this way no amplifier
can be inserted between the transmit and receive antennas.
Figure 3.10: Simulated S-parameters of the subwavelength radio repeater with and
without the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator.
The simulated radiation patterns in H-plane are represented in Fig. 3.11. In order
to provide enough area for two modified antennas and the metamaterial-based EBG
channel isolator, the ground plane should be extended along the longitudinal direction,
which breaks the symmetry of the ground plane. Although the planar MMA with
square ground plane shows pure vertical polarization in H-plane (see Fig. 3.5(d)),
the horizontal induced current on the rectangular ground plane generates horizontal
polarization in H-plane as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). In all cases, however, the antenna




Figure 3.11: Simulated radiation patterns in H(xy)-plane: (a) single ground plane
without the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator; (b) separated
ground planes without the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator; (c)
single ground plane with the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator.
limited due to dielectric and metallic losses. Increasing the dielectric thickness and
increasing antenna dimensions increase the gain. Also it should be noted that the
distance between two antennas is about 25 mm. For such small separations, the
coupling mainly comes from the antennas’ near-field.
Fig. 3.12 shows the H-field distribution over the ground plane for the repeater
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Simulated H-field distributions on the substrate: (a) subwavelength ra-
dio repeater without the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator; (b)
subwavelength radio repeater with the metamaterial-based EBG channel
isolator.
with and without the isolator. As expected, the horizontal H-field generated from
the lower antenna in Fig. 3.12(a) propagates through the substrate and produces the
mutual coupling to the top antenna. When incorporating the metamaterial-based
EBG channel isolator, Fig. 3.12(b) indicates that the horizontal H-field is maximized
within the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator. This implies that the surface
currents (perpendicular to the direction of the H-field in the EBG channel isolator)
are interrupted by the isolator, as shown in Fig. 3.13.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Simulated current distributions on the ground plane: (a) subwavelength
radio repeater without the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator;
(b) subwavelength radio repeater with the metamaterial-based EBG
channel isolator.
3.5 Experimental Results
A prototype of the proposed subwavelength radio repeater system is fabricated
using a 1.57 mm-thick Rogers RT/duriod 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2), as shown in
Fig. 3.14. Fig. 3.15 shows the measured S-parameters of the subwavelength radio
repeater and indicates that the resonant frequency is located at 2.72 GHz. Since the
fabrication process includes physical limitations such as under cutting of the copper in
the etching process and errors in alignment, the frequency shift between the computer
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Figure 3.14: Prototype of the subwavelength radio repeater with and without the
metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator.
Figure 3.15: Measured S-parameters of the subwavelength repeater with and without
the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator.
based design and actual fabrication is unavoidable. However, this discrepancy can be
corrected after a few trials. In addition, post tuning and optimization can be used to
obtain the designed performance.
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Figure 3.16: Measurement setup for operation validation of the subwavelength radio
repeater.
Fig. 3.16 shows the system setup for the measuring of S-parameters. To feed each
of antennas, two microstrip transmission lines are used where one is connected to an
amplifier with variable gain and its output is connected to the other antenna through
a directional coupler. The directional coupler is inserted between RF amplifier and
transmit antenna to monitor the occurrence of oscillation when it happens as the gain
is increased. As can be seen in Fig. 3.15, the repeater without the metamaterial-based
EBG channel isolator shows a -18 dB of transmission coefficient, and the proposed
repeater shows a -42 dB of transmission coefficient, which indicates 24 dB of sup-
pression improvement. With the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator, -28 dB
of peak level of transmission coefficient (S21) is observed, however, in spite of 1 dB of
insertion loss from the directional coupler, a maximum gain of 32 dB for a wideband
RF amplifier can be utilized with this repeater. Since the antennas are slightly mis-
matched near to the desired frequency (2.72 GHz), the maximum gain can be higher
than the peak level of transmission coefficient (S21). Therefore, it is verified that a
commercial wideband RF amplifier with a gain of 32 dB can be integrated into the
proposed repeater without oscillation.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a new concept for implementation of miniaturized radio repeater
is presented. To construct the radio repeater, two miniaturized low-profile antennas
(λ0/70) radiating vertical polarization and a very thin metamaterial isolator layer
are integrated into a compact configuration. The antennas are designed to have an
omni-directional radiation pattern to make the repeater insensitive to the positions of
the transmitter and receiver. In addition, the proposed isolator is shown to suppress
the mutual coupling, improving the transmission coefficient from -18 dB to -42 dB.
The dimensions of the Tx/Rx antenna and a unit cell of the isolator are 11.20 mm ×
5.10 mm × 1.57 mm and 5.84 mm × 0.81 mm × 1.57 mm, respectively. The overall
dimensions of the proposed radio repeater are 40.01 mm × 20.68 mm × 1.57 mm,
which corresponds to λ0/2.75 × λ0/5.32 × λ0/70. The proposed radio repeater sys-
tem has been simulated and verified experimentally. A prototype of the design has
been fabricated using printed circuit technology, which serves to reduce fabrication
complexity and allows for easy commercial production at a large scale.
Such a radio repeater system can mitigate the adverse effects of obstacles in radio
connectivity for ad-hoc networks in complex environments.
CHAPTER IV
Near-field Cancellation Technique based Radio
Repeater Architecture
4.1 Introduction
In complex channel environments such as urban canyons and building interiors,
the communication range is mainly restricted by the exorbitant path-loss between the
two communication nodes. In indoor propagation scenarios obstacles such as walls,
ceilings, and furniture cause significant multiple reflections, scattering, and diffrac-
tion. In such environments, therefore, the communication inevitably depends on the
multiple paths including reflections and diffractions. In the absence of line-of-sight
(LOS) communication, the signal due to multi-path experiences fast fading, which can
result in loss of connectivity even over short distances [3] and [4]. Traditionally higher
transmit power and closer communication nodes have been suggested for ad-hoc net-
works to improve the path-loss and overcome the adverse effects of the multi-path
communication. However, such methods are power inefficient, require many nodes,
lead to low data rate due to the higher latency, and have the potential to cause unin-
tended interference between neighboring nodes. In order to mitigate these problems
and improve the wireless connectivity in complex environments, radio repeaters have
been proposed as an alternative [5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15].
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of radio link using a radio repeater.
As shown in Fig. 4.1, a simple radio repeater can be consisted of Receive antenna
(Rx), Transmit antenna (Tx), and an amplifier circuitry. The received signal from
the base station in the LOS is amplified and retransmitted to another repeater or
the intended receive node that is in the LOS. Unlike repeaters in transmission lines
or optical fibers, the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas intrinsically
restricts the performance and physical dimensions of the radio repeater. Because of
the positive feedback loop between the Tx and Rx antennas (due to the radiation and
near-field effects), the gain of the radio repeater is limited by this level of mutual cou-
pling. To avoid this intrinsic problem, Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time
Division Duplex (TDD) have been extensively investigated, and some are reported in
[25, 26, 28]. These strategies rely on suppression of the mutual coupling by choos-
ing two different frequencies or separating the signal in time domain for the up and
down links, respectively. However, these methods increase the system complexity,
cost, and power consumption. Recently a new concept for design of radio repeaters
with a simple architecture was reported in [55]. This repeater utilizes two low-profile
miniaturized antennas and a subwavelength metamaterial isolator to suppress the
substrate mode and achieves an isolation in excess of 28 dB in a very small volume.
As reported, the drawbacks of this repeater are low isolation and poor antenna ef-
ficiency. In a recent study it was shown that the overall repeater gain (product of
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antenna and amplifier gains) of more than 35 dB is required for the repeater signal
to overcome the multi-path signal in an indoor environment [24].
In this chapter, a new concept for suppression of signal leakage between the Tx
and Rx antennas is proposed and implemented. By utilizing a two-element antenna
array for the transmitter fed by a modified hybrid ring coupler, an electromagnetic
null-plane is generated at the receiver location to reduce the mutual coupling dras-
tically. The proposed radio repeater with a symmetric architecture is numerically
analyzed, and its performance is experimentally verified. A prototype is fabricated
using printed circuit technology on a commercially available dielectric substrate. The
measurements show that the proposed repeater can boost the received signal by 50 dB
and consequently has a radar cross section (RCS) value of 21.3 dBsm. This corre-
sponds to the RCS of an equivalent metallic sphere having a diameter equal to 13.1 m.
The proposed radio repeater utilizes miniaturized antennas capable of pure vertically
polarized radiation pattern and 50 dB gain of cascaded RF amplifier. Antennas, RF
circuitry, and DC power stage are fully integrated and packaged into a small size of
85.39 mm × 39.67 mm × 3.48 mm.
4.2 Design Specification for Miniaturized High-gain Radio
Repeater
4.2.1 High-gain Miniaturized Planar Antenna
It is well known that for near-ground propagation scenarios vertically polarized
waves experience less path-loss than horizontally polarized waves [66]. For this pur-
pose radio repeaters considered here are equipped with antennas having vertical po-
larization while minimizing their height and lateral dimensions.
According to antenna theory, the gain of an antenna is proportional to its di-
rectivity and radiation efficiency. For small antennas, the antenna gain is mainly
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determined by the radiation efficiency which relates to the conductor and dielec-
tric losses. A low-profile miniaturized antenna with vertical polarization based on a
quarter-wavelength microstrip resonator is reported in [55]. Although the reported
multi-element monopole antenna (MMA) is capable of emanating omni-directional
and vertical radiation pattern, its gain is limited by its poor radiation efficiency
(about -9 dBi). Since the overall repeater system gain is proportional to the product
of the Tx and Rx antenna gains, the antenna gain should be improved in the effort
for increasing the repeater gain. One convenient way is to increase the height of the
antenna. Because the vertical polarization mainly comes from the vertical current
along the shorting pins, the antenna gain can be improved by simply extending the
height of the shorting pins. However, it should be noted that the higher thickness of
the substrate causes the stronger substrate mode, and consequently the higher mu-
tual coupling between the antennas embedded in the same substrate. Increasing the
height of the antenna from 1.57 mm (previous MMA design shown in Fig. 4.2 [55]) to
3.18 mm, the antenna gain is increased from -9 dBi to -4 dBi in the antenna H-plane.
However, this value of gain is still too low and will degrade the overall repeater gain.
Another idea for increasing the antenna gain and bandwidth is to reduce the stored
electromagnetic energy and the conductor loss. These are mainly influenced by an
electric current distribution over the metallic traces of the MMA. Due to shallow skin
depth and fringing field effects at high frequency, the narrow width of the strips and
the sharp edges at the corners contribute to the observed exorbitant ohmic loss. To
alleviate the ohmic loss, the electric current must be distributed over wider strips,
and the sharp edges be removed as shown in Fig. 4.3. As can be seen, the wide width
of the metallic strips evenly distributes the electric current. In addition, the round
corners minimize the current density and strong electric and magnetic fields around
the corners. As a result, the overall intensity of the electric current over the traces




Figure 4.2: Modified planar multi-element monopole antenna: (a) geometry of the
modified planar MMA; (b) simulated antenna gain in H(xy)-plane.
loss and stored energy results in improvement of the antenna gain and bandwidth.
As indicated in Fig. 4.4, the new miniaturized planar antenna shows good matching
at the designed frequency and higher gain (-1 dBi) in the H-plane. This indicates
that 6 dB of gain enhancement for the overall repeater system is achieved from the
higher gain of the modified antennas. The physical design parameters are optimized




Figure 4.3: High-gain transmit antenna: (a) geometry of the high-gain Tx antenna;
(b) design parameters; (c) simulated current distribution of the high-gain
Tx antenna; (d) simulated current distribution of the modified planar
MMA.
Table 4.1: Design parameters of the redesigned transmit antenna
lh1 lh2 lh3 lh4 lv1 lv2 lv3
15.04 mm 7.11 mm 4.29 mm 2.39 mm 9.40 mm 6.30 mm 3.89 mm
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7
2.41 mm 2.01 mm 1.70 mm 1.09 mm 0.99 mm 0.81 mm 0.61 mm
lm ls




Figure 4.4: Simulated responses of the high-gain Tx antenna: (a) input reflection
coefficient; (b) radiation pattern in E(zx)-plane; (c) radiation pattern in
E(yz)-plane; (d) radiation pattern in H(xy)-plane.
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4.2.2 Transmit-Receive Antenna Isolation
As mentioned before, the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas is
the most critical factor that limits the maximum achievable repeater gain. Vari-
ous approaches have been suggested and studied to suppress the mutual coupling in
[48, 50, 34, 53, 55]. The mushroom type of metamaterial structure and electromag-
netic band-gap (EBG) structure are commonly proposed and demonstrated in [48] and
[50]. However, the metamaterial-based approaches inevitably require periodic struc-
tures and consequently large physical dimensions. Although, the magneto-dielectric
embedded-circuit based method in [53] can be adapted in a small system dimension,
its coupling suppression is narrow-band and limited by the quality (Q) factor of the
resonant EBG loops. With a finite Q factor, it was reported that the printed EBG
structure can suppress the peak level of transmission coefficient (S21) from -18 dB to
-28 dB in [55].
Figure 4.5: Design parameters of the high-gain Tx antenna array
In order to achieve further suppression of the mutual coupling, a new concept
based on generating a null-plane from a symmetric and out of phase pair of Tx
antennas is suggested. Feeding two antennas by signals having the same amplitude
but 180◦ out of phase, the resulting E-field will vanish in the perpendicular bisect-
plane of the substrate on which the antennas are built. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the Tx
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antennas are positioned on the substrate in a symmetric manner.
If the receiver has a plane of symmetry that coincides with the perpendicular
bisect-plane, the received voltage due to the mutual coupling will be zero. In this
configuration, the null-plane exists independent of the separation between the two
elements of the Tx antenna array. However, if the two antennas are too close to
each other, the transmit antenna gain will drop due to far-field cancellation. To
avoid such cancellation in the far-field, the Tx antennas can be separated by λ0/2 in
which case the fields add up coherently in the far-field in the end-fire directions. In
these directions the field is doubled, and the transmitter gain is increased by 6 dB.
The antenna gain drops gradually as a function of angle towards the null-plane. To
maximize the antenna gain, the distance D between the two Tx antennas is set to
57.15 mm. The width W and length L of the substrate are optimized to 39.67 mm
and 85.39 mm, respectively. The optimized Tx array and its simulated radiation
patterns are shown in Fig. 4.6. As expected, an electric null-plane is generated at
the symmetric plane. It should be noted that since the power is split into two ways
the overall repeater gain will be increased by 3 dB in the end-fire directions in the
H-plane. As shown in Fig. 4.6(d), the half-power beamwidth of such array is very




Figure 4.6: Simulated responses of the high-gain Tx antenna array: (a) input re-
flection coefficient; (b) radiation pattern in E(zx)- plane; (c) radiation
pattern in E(yz)-plane; (d) radiation pattern in H(xy)-plane.
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4.2.3 Receive Antenna
As presented in Section 4.2.2, the Rx antenna should also operate with vertical
polarization and have a plane of symmetry to be placed in the null-plane of the Tx
array. The antenna feed must be in the plane of symmetry and in the null-plane. This
way the retransmitted signal from the Tx array will induce the electric currents in
the opposite directions over the symmetric arms of the Rx antenna. As a result, the
induced current on the Rx feed will be zero, and the desired isolation can be achieved
as shown in Fig. 4.7. A topology similar to the Tx antenna can be considered. To
create a symmetric geometry, the topology of the Tx antenna is imaged about its
longer direction as shown in Fig. 4.8(a). However, the locations of the shorting pins
and feed point are modified. Basically the feed is placed in the plane of symmetry,
and the shorting pins are also placed in a symmetric fashion with respect to the
feeding pin and the plane of symmetry. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 4.8(b).
In this figure design parameters that influence the antenna characteristics such as
the resonant frequency, input impedance, bandwidth, and antenna efficiency are also
described.





Figure 4.8: High-gain receive antenna: (a) geometry of the high-gain Rx antenna; (b)
design parameters.
Each arm of the four-arm MMA is approximately quarter-wavelength long which
produces a strong electric current through the shorting pins. This in turn results
in a purely vertical polarization radiation pattern. As the Rx antenna occupies the
larger volume and surface area, it shows the higher gain and bandwidth compared
to the Tx antenna. The input reflection coefficient and radiation patterns of the
Rx antenna are shown in Fig. 4.9. The numerically simulated vertical gain and
bandwidth are shown to be -1.3 dBi in the H-plane and 15 MHz, respectively. The
omni-directional and vertical polarization enables the repeater to receive the signal




Figure 4.9: Simulated responses of the high-gain Rx antenna: (a) input reflection
coefficient; (b) radiation pattern in E(zx)-plane; (c) radiation pattern in
E(yz)-plane; (d) radiation pattern in H(xy)-plane.
optimized for operation around 2.41 GHz and summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Design parameters of the redesigned receive antenna
lh1 lh2 lv1 lv2 g1 g2
7.87 mm 4.78 mm 7.11 mm 3.37 mm 0.76 mm 4.34 mm
lm t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
1.02 mm 2.41 mm 2.01 mm 1.70 mm 1.09 mm 0.99 mm
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4.2.4 Modified Hybrid Ring Coupler
In Section 4.2.2, the concept of repeater isolation based on the symmetric cancel-
lation was described. In order to generate two signals with the same amplitude and
180◦ out of phase, a conventional hybrid ring coupler can be utilized. The hybrid ring
coupler consists of sum and difference input ports and two output ports as shown in
[68]. By exciting only the difference input port and terminating the sum input port,
two outputs can be produced with the same amplitude and 180◦ phase difference.
To be integrated into the proposed radio repeater system with a limited space, the
geometry of the conventional hybrid ring coupler is modified and optimized as shown
in Fig. 4.10(a). Since a cascaded RF amplifier is incorporated, any parasitic effects
from its circuit layout should be considered in the design of the ring coupler as well.
The modified hybrid ring coupler with sharp corners and an embedded circuit layout
for the RF amplifier is designed and verified using a commercial finite element method
solver (Ansoft’s HFSS ver. 12.1). With some optimization, the physical parameters
are designed so that the coupler can operate around the desired frequency (2.41 GHz).
The design parameters are summarized in Table 4.3. As can be seen in Fig. 4.10(b),
the modified hybrid ring coupler produces two signals within 0.01 dB of variation in
amplitude and less than 0.05◦ in phase. As indicated, the vector sum of two outputs
shows extremely small value at the desired frequency of 2.41 GHz (-40 dB bandwidth
of 65 MHz).
Table 4.3: Design parameters of the modified hybrid ring coupler
L H w1 w2





Figure 4.10: Modified hybrid ring coupler: (a) geometry of the modified hybrid ring
coupler; (b) simulated S-parameters; (c) phase responses of two outputs.
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4.3 Numerical Simulation Results
4.3.1 Full-wave Simulation of the Miniaturized High-gain Radio Repeater
In Section 4.2, the specific design objective and the principle of operation were
discussed. All of the sub-components such as Tx array, Rx, hybrid ring coupler, and
the circuit layout for the RF amplifier are integrated as shown in Fig. 4.11(a). In
order to take any potential interactions between all sub-components into account,
the overall repeater system is further optimized and verified using Ansoft’s HFSS.
As shown in Fig. 4.11(b), the proposed symmetric cancellation method can suppress
the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas down to -86 dB at the design
frequency. Based on the bandwidth of the RF amplifier, the peak level of transmission
coefficient (S21) should be considered to set the active gain of the proposed repeater.
From the simulated responses, the RF amplifier is configured to 50 dB of gain.
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 show the magnitude of the electric near-field and far-
field radiation patterns for the vertical polarization when the Tx or Rx antenna is
separately excited. As expected, in Tx mode the near fields are perfectly symmetric,
and the electric null-plane is generated along the symmetric plane in which the Rx
antenna resides. Furthermore, the far-field radiation pattern shows that the proposed
radio repeater has wider beamwidth. In Rx mode the designed repeater shows a




Figure 4.11: Miniaturized high-gain radio repeater: (a) geometry of the miniaturized




Figure 4.12: Simulated field profiles in Tx mode: (a) near E-field distribution; (b)




Figure 4.13: Simulated field profiles in Rx mode: (a) near E-field distribution; (b)
E-field radiation pattern in H(xy)-plane.
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4.3.2 Repeater Radar Cross Section
The repeater measurement of the overall system gain cannot be done using a
network analyzer, as the connecting cables and the instrument can perturb the near
fields and establish additional couplings between the Tx and Rx antennas. Also the
antenna gains must be measured in the far-field. Hence, the overall repeater gain must
be characterized in a different fashion. The best way is through the measurement of
the RCS of the repeater when the repeater is placed in isolation and the far-field
region. The radio repeater can be viewed as a transponder which can retransmit the
received RF signal. The received RF signal by the radio repeater can be considered
as an incident field and the retransmitted RF signal as a scattered field from the radio
repeater. Thus, the RCS of the radio repeater can be easily calculated using Friis
transmission formula.
Without loss of generality, suppose a monostatic radar utilized for the measure-
ment of the repeater’s RCS has an isotropic vertically polarized antenna and its output
power is Pt. Then, the intensity of the received RF signal by the radio repeater can
be expressed as




where Wt is the power density at the repeater, Aeff =
λ20
4π
Gr is the effective aperture
of the repeater Rx antenna, Gr is the gain of the repeater Rx antenna, and R is the
distance between the repeater and the radar. Since the repeater has an active gain








where Ps is the power intensity of the retransmitted RF signal by the repeater, and












In order to calibrate the monostatic radar system, background subtraction method
is performed, and a target with known RCS is measured and compared with the
measured signal from the repeater. For this purpose, a 0.36 m diameter metallic




where a is the radius of the sphere. From (4.3) and (4.4), the diameter of an equivalent
metallic sphere having the same RCS as the repeater also can be calculated.
4.4 System Integration and Experimental Results
A prototype of the proposed radio repeater is fabricated using 3.18 mm-thick
Rogers RT/duriod 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2) as shown in Fig. 4.14. As shown, the top
side of the substrate accommodates the Tx array and Rx antennas. At the backside
a very thin substrate includes the hybrid ring coupler, the RF amplifier, and the DC
bias circuitry. Furthermore, a small commercial Lithium-Polymer cell is incorporated
at the backside for furnishing power over an extended period of time. To obtain
the required gain and output power while maintaining low-power consumption, a
cascaded RF amplifier composed of a high-gain (20 dB) low-noise and low-power
amplifier (µPC8182TB made by NEC) and a moderate power (20 dBm) and high-
gain (30 dB) amplifier (µPG2250T5N made by NEC) are integrated into the system.
The total gain of the cascaded RF amplifier can be adjusted by controlling the DC
bias voltage. To provide an adjustable DC bias, a power efficient voltage regulator
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(MAX8892 made by MAXIM) is utilized. At a bias voltage of 3 V, the two stages of
RF amplifiers are measured to provide 50 dB of gain and draw 80 mA.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Prototype of the miniaturized high-gain radio repeater: (a) high-gain Tx
antenna array and high-gain Rx antenna; (b) RF amplifier and modified
hybrid ring coupler.
As an initial test of the radio repeater system including the hybrid ring coupler,
the two-port S-parameters of the antennas are measured by connecting coaxial cables
to the Rx antenna and the input port of the ring coupler. The measured S-parameters
are shown in Fig. 4.15, where a good input impedance matching for the Rx antenna
and the Tx antenna array is observed. A minimum isolation of about 40 dB is also
observed. It is noted that this is the worst case scenario as the asymmetric placement
of coaxial cables in the near-field of the antennas perturbs the symmetry and creates
more than expected cross-talk. To avoid such difficulties in the measurement of the
mutual coupling, the repeater is characterized in the far-field using a radar system
in backscatter mode. In this approach the repeater backscattering RCS is measured
with different amplifier gain values while its oscillation is monitored using a spectrum
analyzer. No oscillation occurs for the maximum gain value of 50 dB. Fig. 4.16 shows
the repeater in the anechoic chamber of The University of Michigan.
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Figure 4.15: Measured S-parameters of the miniaturized high-gain radio repeater
Figure 4.16: Monostatic radar cross section measurement setup
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Fig. 4.17(a) shows the radar outputs as a function of frequency for both the re-
peater and a 0.36 m diameter sphere. At the operating frequency (2.43 GHz) the
measured repeater RCS is 31.3 dB higher than the sphere, which corresponds to an
RCS value of 21.3 dBsm. This value corresponds to the RCS of a 13.1 m diameter
metallic sphere. In addition, the far-field RCS pattern at VV (vertical scattered and
vertical incident) polarization is also measured and shown in Fig. 4.17(b). As men-
tioned before, the proposed repeater shows the electric null-plane along the symmetric




Figure 4.17: Measured radar outputs: (a) measured radar output in the end-fire di-
rection; (b) measured radar output pattern in H(xy)-plane.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel concept for development of a high-gain and miniaturized
radio repeater is presented. The repeater system is composed of miniaturized low-
profile planar antennas (λ0/39) radiating vertical polarization, a modified hybrid ring
coupler for feed the Tx antenna array, and a low-power high-gain amplifier chain,
which are integrated into a compact configuration. The Rx antenna is designed
to show an omni-directional radiation pattern. The Tx array is composed of two
elements, which are designed to maximize the directivity of vertical radiation pattern
in the end-fire directions and minimize the mutual coupling to the Rx antenna. The
near-field cancellation is accomplished using the modified hybrid ring coupler, which
feeds the Tx array with equal amplitude and 180◦ out of phase to generate a null-
plane in the middle of the Tx array where the Rx antenna is placed. As a result, the
proposed radio repeater is shown to suppress the mutual coupling down to -54 dB over
the entire frequency band. The proposed radio repeater is fully integrated including a
DC bias circuitry and battery. Its dimensions are 85.39 mm × 39.67 mm × 3.48 mm,
which corresponds to λ0/1.45 × λ0/3.11 × λ0/35.48. The proposed radio repeater
system has been evaluated and verified both numerically and experimentally.
CHAPTER V
Simultaneous Dual-channel Radio Repeater
Architecture
5.1 Introduction
Radio repeaters have been introduced to enhance the signal coverage and ra-
dio connectivity in complex propagation environment with strong signal attenuation
and multi-path and in the absence of line-of-sight between transmitter and receiver
[6, 7, 8, 9, 18]. Radio repeaters often useful for power constrained ad-hoc commu-
nications [24]. By amplifying and retransmitting the received RF signal, the radio
repeater can reestablish line-of-sight communication in a complex channel environ-
ment if the repeater is in the direct view of both the transmitter and receiver. As
a result, the radio repeater promises to extend the communication range and miti-
gate adverse effects of multi-path communication such as fading effect and exorbitant
path-loss. Most radio repeaters down-convert the signal, amplify and up-convert and
retransmit it at a different frequency [26, 27]. This way, the adjacent transmit (Tx)
and receive (Rx) antennas are isolated. Such repeaters require substantial amount of
power and often time require a communication protocol to handle multiple channels.
For power limited systems simplified repeaters with only few low-power components
are envisioned [55]. Such system simply includes the Tx and Rx antennas as well
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as a low-power high-gain RF amplifier. One practical limitation in miniaturizing the
physical dimensions and complexity of the radio repeater system, however, is the
near-field mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas. This coupling creates a
positive feedback and limits the system performance. Due to this intrinsic feedback
loop, the gain of the RF amplifier in the repeater system should be restricted in order
to prevent the system self oscillation.
In order to decrease the mutual coupling between closely spaced antennas, numer-
ous approaches have been studied and proposed in [34, 38, 39, 40]. Generally speaking,
these methods achieve the suppression of the mutual coupling by modifying the cur-
rent distribution on the ground plane. Although the defected ground structure (DGS)
and the artificial current paths improve the isolation between adjacent antennas to
some extent, these methods cause the degradation of radiation polarization and pat-
tern. In addition to manipulating the current distribution, artificial electromagnetic
structures such as metamaterial electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structures, which
modify the effective material properties have been investigated and demonstrated in
[44, 50, 51, 54]. By utilizing the negative effective permeability of the medium with
particular resonant characteristics, these methods inhibit wave propagation within the
effective medium. However, these artificial structures usually require periodic geom-
etry and large dimensions, which are not suitable for the miniaturized subwavelength
system.
Recently, a novel isolation technique utilizing the near-field cancellation has been
reported in [56]. In this approach, an electromagnetic null-plane is generated and
utilized to suppress the mutual coupling between closely spaced antennas. As a
result, a dramatic size reduction of the radio repeater and performance improvement
has been demonstrated. This miniaturized radio repeater is shown to have the ability
of amplifying the received RF signal by more than 50 dB without going to oscillation.
The overall repeater performance is characterized by measuring the Radar Cross
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Section (RCS) of the repeater in backscatter direction. Calibrating the measured
backscattering against that of a standard metallic sphere, the repeater showed an
RCS value of 21.3 dBsm, while having a very small form factor.
In this chapter, a modified design is introduced to provide a simultaneous dual-
channel micro-repeater system. Due to the existence of the intrinsic positive feedback
loop in radio repeater systems, the open-loop system transfer function is designed to
create a phase characteristic with two zero-crossing in the desired band of operation.
This allows a closed-loop gain larger than the active RF amplifier gain at two fre-
quencies. In this design, the overall complex closed-loop gain of the radio repeater
consisting of the complex mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas, the
antenna feed network, and the RF amplifier must be considered. This closed-loop
transfer function determines the stability of the system and the overall system gain,
which can be verified through its RCS measurement.
In order to design a dual-channel radio repeater and allowing for the desired open-
loop transfer function phase characteristic, the Tx and Rx antennas are redesigned
to increase the antenna bandwidth. The antennas are based on the multi-element
monopole antenna [67] with very low-profile and can radiate purely vertical polariza-
tion. Basically by utilizing parasitic elements through magnetic and electric couplings
additional poles are introduced. This way, the redesigned antennas show the improved
radiation efficiency and bandwidth while maintaining the vertical polarization. The
modified antenna structures still maintain a very small form factors and location of
the shorting pins are carefully chosen to ensure in-phase electric current distributions
for enhanced far-field radiation and bandwidth. The proposed dual-channel radio re-
peater system employing the near-field cancellation technique is analyzed numerically,
and its performance is characterized experimentally. A prototype of the proposed ra-
dio repeater shows dual-channel capability at 2.416 GHz and 2.444 GHz with more
than 26.0 dBsm of RCS on both channels.
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5.2 Closed-loop System Transfer Function
The miniaturized radio repeater system mainly consists of the Tx and Rx antennas
and RF amplifier circuitry. In order to achieve the near-field cancellation, a modified
hybrid ring coupler is designed as the feeding network for the Tx antenna array.
By feeding two symmetric Tx antennas with the same magnitude but out-of-phase
signals, an electromagnetic null-plane is generated at the symmetric plane, where the
Rx antenna is placed in symmetric manner. Because the retransmitted signals from
the Tx array induce electric currents with opposite directions on the arms of the Rx
antenna, the total current at the feed of the Rx antenna is vanished. This results in
a drastic suppression of the mutual coupling as reported in [56].
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the radio repeater system utilizing the near-field can-
cellation technique.
Fig. 5.1 shows the system diagram of the near-field cancellation technique. As
can be seen, the received RF signal vin is amplified and separated into two signals
to feed the two Tx elements. The two Tx array elements have access to receiver
through substrate mode and air-field coupling. These are shown by symmetric feed-
back branches with complex frequency dependent transfer function denoted by H.
The input signal couples from air and the two transmitted signals are also added in
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air after experiencing a propagation phase shift depending on the observation angle
ϕ. The overall closed-loop system transfer function vout/vin can easily be computed














where Gamp is the gain of the RF amplifier, H is the mutual coupling between one Tx
antenna and Rx antenna without the modified hybrid ring coupler, and D1 and D2
are two output of the modified hybrid ring coupler. Here, k is the wave propagation
constant, d ≃ λ0/2 is the separation between the two Tx elements, and ϕ is the
observation direction in the plane of the repeater. In (5.1), D1, D2, and Gamp are
gentle functions of frequency, however, H can vary sharply with frequency. Observing
the field at the end-fire directions where the gain of the Tx array is maximum and at











5.3 Miniaturized Dual-channel Radio Repeater Design
The repeater system bandwidth is determined by the impedance bandwidth of
the antennas and the minimum isolation level between the Tx and Rx antennas. The
minimum isolation, in turn, is determined from the bandwidth of the hybrid ring
coupler and the symmetry with which the system is fabricated. It turns out that the
hybrid ring coupler has higher bandwidth than the miniaturized Tx and Rx antennas.
In an attempt to increase the system bandwidth, the bandwidth of the Tx and Rx
antennas of the radio repeater should be improved. This must be done without in-
creasing the physical dimensions of the antennas substantially while maintaining the
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antenna height. For bandwidth enhancement, parasitic coupling technique is often
utilized [69, 70, 71]. As reported in [56], the previous Rx antenna was designed to
show high radiation efficiency with omni-directional vertical polarization in symmet-
ric architecture. Since the Rx antenna consists of four quarter-wavelength traces, the
electric current is maximized through the shorting pins. Therefore, by placing addi-
tional shorting pins near to the original shorting pins, a pair of the parasitic elements
can be easily excited through the magnetic coupling as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). As men-
tioned before, the bandwidth improved Rx antenna should be designed in symmetric
manner to allow for the near-field cancellation. The physical design parameters are
optimized for operation around 2.42 GHz and are summarized in Table 5.1.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Wideband receive antenna: (a) geometry of the wideband Rx antenna;
(b) design parameters.
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Table 5.1: Design parameters of the wideband receive antenna
lh1 lh2 lv1 lv2 lv3
7.62 mm 17.53 mm 15.64 mm 7.67 mm 9.25 mm
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
2.41 mm 2.01 mm 1.70 mm 1.78 mm 2.29 mm
lp lm g
1.96 mm 1.52 mm 0.25 mm
The radiation performance of the antenna can be characterized through the an-
tenna gain and radiation efficiency as well as the input reflection coefficient. There-
fore, the field profile should be investigated and analyzed to examine the antenna per-
formance, especially with respect to the radiation bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 5.3,
the bandwidth improved Rx antenna shows three operation regions. At the start of
the band, one pair of the parasitic elements (see Fig. 5.3(a)) dominantly contributes to
the far-field radiation. In the middle of the band, all four vertical pins are excited (see
Fig. 5.3(b)) and radiate almost equally. At the end of the band, only the pair of the
original pins radiates as shown in Fig. 5.3(c). In order to enhance the radiation gain,
the electric currents which contribute to the far-field radiation should be maximized
and be in-phased. Due to these in-phase currents, the modified Rx antenna shows an
enhanced radiation gain and bandwidth as shown in Fig. 5.4. Considering the finite
bandwidth of the input reflection coefficient, a -3 dB radiation bandwidth of almost
100 MHz is achieved while the physical dimensions of the antenna is confined within
λ0/7 × λ0/6 × λ0/40. In order to estimate the RCS of the proposed radio repeater
in the backscattering direction, vertical polarization gain in H-plane is reported in
Fig. 5.4(b). Due to the asymmetric ground effect, the maximum vertical polarization





Figure 5.3: Current distribution on the vertical pins of the wideband Rx antenna: (a)




Figure 5.4: Radiation characteristic of the wideband Rx antenna: (a) peak antenna
gain and radiation efficiency; (b) vertical polarization gain in H(xy)-plane.
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By utilizing the similar approach as the wideband Rx antenna, the Tx antenna is
redesigned, and its geometry is shown in Fig.5.5. However, only two arms are utilized
so as to maintain the distance between the Tx and Rx antennas for keeping a low
mutual coupling. This asymmetrical geometry of the modified Tx antenna induces
out-of-phase current on the parasitic vertical pins, which decreases the radiation gain
and bandwidth. In order to compensate the out-of-phase currents, one of the parasitic
vertical pin is removed, while remaining the top parasitic element to adjust the level
of the current distribution. Because of the smaller volume and surface area, the
modified Tx antenna shows less radiation bandwidth compared to the modified Rx
antenna as shown in Fig. 5.6. Nevertheless, the Tx antenna shows 60 MHz of -
3 dB radiation gain bandwidth with λ0/6× λ0/8× λ0/40 of physical dimensions. In
addition, the Tx antenna shows the maximum vertical polarization gain in H-plane
as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). The physical design parameters are optimized for operation




Figure 5.5: Wideband transmit antenna: (a) geometry of the wideband Tx antenna;
(b) design parameters.
Table 5.2: Design parameters of the wideband transmit antenna
lh1 lh2 lh3 lh4 lp
9.75 mm 9.75 mm 9.02 mm 3.68 mm 1.96 mm
lv1 lv2 lv3 lv4 lm
7.11 mm 8.59 mm 18.69 mm 20.12 mm 1.78 mm
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
2.41 mm 2.01 mm 1.70 mm 2.03 mm 1.78 mm
t6 g1 g2




Figure 5.6: Radiation characteristic of the wideband Tx antenna: (a) peak antenna
gain and radiation efficiency; (b) vertical polarization gain in H(xy)-plane.
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5.4 Numerical and Experimental Results
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the geometry of the proposed radio repeater design and its
simulated S-parameters. To maximize the Tx antenna array gain in the end-fire
directions, the distance d between the two TX antennas is chosen to be around λ0/2
(55.88 mm). The width W and length L of the substrate are designed so that the area
is minimized without degrading the antenna gain in the H-plane. These values are set
W = λ0/3.1 = 39.67 mm and L = λ0/1.5 = 85.39 mm. For the numerical simulation
of the combined antennas and the hybrid ring coupler, Port 1 and Port 2 are assigned
to the input port of the Rx antenna and the input port of the modified hybrid ring
coupler, respectively. Note that in the normal operation the Rx antenna port (Port 1)
is attached to the input port of the hybrid ring coupler (Port 2). Based on a full-wave
analysis using a commercial FEM solver (Ansoft’s HFSS ver. 14.0), it is verified that
the maximum mutual coupling is as low as -49 dB over the entire frequency band,
while maintaining good input reflection coefficients on both the Rx and Tx antennas.
As mentioned in Section 5.3, 100 MHz and 60 MHz bandwidth (-3 dB radiation gain
bandwidth) can be achieved by the Rx and Tx antennas, respectively.
Since Port 1 and Port 2 are assigned to the Rx antenna and the input port of
the modified hybrid ring coupler, the simulated transmission coefficient in Fig. 5.7(b)
corresponds to H(D1 + D2) in (5.1). In addition, the frequency response of the RF
amplifier Gamp can be measured directly. Fig. 5.8 shows the phase of the simulated
H(D1 +D2) as a function of frequency. Noting that the phase of the RF amplifier is
a linear function of frequency in the pass-band (around 2.4 GHz), it is now obvious
that the phase of HGamp(D1 +D2) assumes zero value at two frequency points. At
these two frequency points |1 −HGamp(D1 +D2)| is minimum, which results in the
maximized values in the closed-loop transfer function as shown in Fig. 5.9.
The RCS of the radio repeater system utilizing the near-field cancellation tech-




Figure 5.7: Dual-channel radio repeater: (a) geometry of the dual-channel radio re-





where TF is the closed-loop transfer function and Gr and Gt are the gain of the Rx
and Tx antennas, respectively. Hence, the RCS of the dual-channel radio repeater
can be illustrated using the simulated antenna gains (Fig. 5.4(b) and Fig. 5.6(b)) and
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Figure 5.8: Simulated phase response of the mutual coupling including the hybrid
ring coupler with and without 45 dB RF amplifier.
Figure 5.9: Calculated closed-loop transfer function of the miniaturized dual-channel
radio repeater with 45 dB of RF amplifier gain.
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the calculated system closed-loop function (Fig. 5.9). It should be mentioned that the
RCS is calculated based on the simulated mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx
antenna including the response of the modified hybrid ring coupler and the measured
RF amplifier response. As mentioned, the phase characteristic with zero-crossing
creates a closed-loop gain higher than the RF amplifier gain. Therefore, the effect
of a commercial battery and a plastic housing might affect the phase characteristic,
which results in the frequency shift of the location of the peak RCS values.
A prototype of the dual-channel radio repeater is fabricated using a 3.18-mm-thick
Rogers RT/duriod 5880 substrate (εr = 2.2) and shown in Fig. 5.10. The fabricated
radio repeater is characterized in the far-field using a monostatic radar system in
backscatter mode with coherent background subtraction. As shown in Fig. 5.11, the
RCS values of the dual-channel radio repeater is measured in H-plane and compared
to a 0.36 m diameter metallic sphere. As mentioned, the proposed radio repeater
shows two zero-crossing phase characteristic shown in Fig. 5.8. Therefore, if these
zero-crossing frequencies are within the Tx and Rx antenna band, it is expected that
two peak RCS values are achieved with higher than RF amplifier gain. As can be seen,
the measured RCS shows two peak RCS values at 2.416 GHz and 2.444 GHz, which
indicates the simultaneous operational capability of two channels. By comparing the
RCS of the repeater with that of the metallic sphere, the dual-channel radio repeater
shows RCS values of 27.7 dBsm and 26.0 dBsm at the repeater high-gain closed-loop
bands. It should also be noted that the measured RCS between the two peaks shows
the nominal RCS value of 13 dBsm corresponding to the RF amplifier gain of 45 dB.
This means that when the phase characteristic of the open-loop gain crosses 180◦, the
RF amplifier gain (45 dB) dominates the closed-loop gain.
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Figure 5.10: Prototype of the miniaturized dual-channel radio repeater.
Figure 5.11: Measured radar cross section of the miniaturized dual-channel radio re-
peater showing two high-gain bands corresponding to high closed-loop
gain.
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5.5 Miniaturized Isolator-embedded Radio Repeater Design
In Section 5.2, the closed-loop system transfer function of the radio repeater de-
sign utilizing the near-field cancellation technique is analytically derived. Based on
the calculated closed-loop transfer function and the simulated antenna radiation char-
acteristics, the dual-band radio repeater is designed and experimentally verified. It is
obvious that further decrease in the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas
can result in higher gain and larger RCS value for the repeater.
In this section, a new isolator design is proposed and investigated in order to
further suppress the mutual coupling to allow for the increase in the overall repeater
system gain. The proposed meandered T-shape isolator consists of a meandered
metallic trace and a vertical pin at the middle of the trace as shown in Fig. 5.12(a). As
explained in Chapter II and III, the vertical shorting pins of the Tx and Rx antennas
generate Transverse Magnetic (TM) waves in the substrate with zero cutoff frequency.
These TM waves are parallel to the ground plane and perpendicular to the vertical
pins. Therefore, the meandered T-shape isolator should be designed to be excited
from the TM waves and suppress the mutual coupling. As the fundamental mode
propagates from the Tx to Rx antennas, the horizontal H-field induces electric current
on the vertical pin of the meandered T-shape isolator. As the T-shape isolator has
two quarter-wavelength arms in the opposite direction a resonance occurs and further
increases the current on the vertical pin. It turns out that the H-field generated by
the T-shape isolator is in the opposite direction of the incident H-field, and as a
result, the total H-field beyond the isolator is significantly reduced at the resonant
frequency due to Lenz’s law as shown in Fig. 5.12(b). In this way, the horizontal
H-field at the location of the vertical pins of the Rx antenna can be decreased and
the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas is suppressed. Fig. 5.13 shows
the simulated mutual coupling utilizing the proposed meandered T-shape isolator. As




Figure 5.12: Meandered T-shape isolator: (a) geometry and design parameters of the
meandered T-shape isolator; (b) simulated current distribution on the
meandered T-shape isolator.
5 dB improvement. Also shown is that the Tx and Rx antenna responses are affected
due to the interaction between the antennas and the meandered T-shape isolator. In
fact, per our design the antennas are well matched (over -10 dB of input reflection
coefficient), and the center frequency is at the desired value in the presence of the
isolator. The physical design parameters of the T-shape isolator are optimized for
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operation around 2.42 GHz and tabulated in Table 5.3.
Figure 5.13: Simulated S-parameters with and without the meandered T-shape iso-
lator.
The meandered T-shape isolator is embedded into the miniaturized radio repeater,
which utilizes the near-field cancellation technique 5.14(a). As shown in Fig. 5.14(b),
the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas is suppressed down to -80 dB
at the operation frequency. Additionally, the peak level of the mutual coupling is
decreased down to -55 dB, which corresponds to 1 dB improvement based on the
previous design only using the near-field cancellation technique shown in Fig. 4.11
at Chapter IV. The physical design parameters are optimized and summarized in
Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Design parameters of the meandered T-shape isolator and miniaturized
isolator-embedded radio repeater
lv lh t
15.75 mm 2.54 mm 0.51 mm
L W D1 D2




Figure 5.14: Miniaturized isolator-embedded radio repeater: (a) geometry and design
parameters of the miniaturized isolator-embedded repeater; (b) simu-
lated S-parameters.
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As mentioned in Section 5.3, the antenna radiation characteristic of the radio
repeater should be well characterized in order to estimate the overall repeater system
gain as well as the closed-loop system transfer function. For this purpose, the isolator-
embedded radio repeater shown in Fig. 5.14(a) is simulated and analyzed in Rx and Tx
mode, separately. As shown in Fig. 5.15, the radiation efficiency of the Rx antenna
decreases at the resonant frequency of the meandered T-shape isolator. Since the
radiation efficiency is calculated as a ratio of the radiated power to the accepted power
using a commercial FEM solver (Ansofts HFSS ver. 14.0), the drop of the radiation
efficiency indicates that the power of the radiating E-field due to the vertical pins of
the Rx antenna is decreased. In order to analyze this decrease of the radiating E-
field, the current distributions on the vertical pins of the Tx and Rx antennas and the
meandered T-shape isolator are investigated and shown in Fig. 5.16. As mentioned
before, the electric current on the vertical pin of the meandered T-shape isolator is
induced in the opposite direction of that of the Rx antenna. However, it is shown
that the induced electric current on the vertical pin also radiates to the far-field and
this, in turn, reduces the efficiency and lowers the gain of the Rx antenna.
Additionally, this phenomenon is also observed at the Tx antenna as shown in
Fig. 5.17. However, the Tx antenna shows narrower and sharper drop of the radiation
efficiency than the Rx antenna. As shown in Fig. 5.18, the meandered T-shape isolator
is excited through the horizontal H-field and shows higher magnitude of the induced
current due to the distance between the antenna and the isolator. As a result, the
radiation efficiency drops further in the Tx mode than the Rx mode.
Here, it should be noted that the suppression of the mutual coupling needs to
be performed in conjunction with the antenna performance. Since the RCS of the
radio repeater relies on the combination of all of subcomponents, the investigation of
the subcomponents is inevitable in the effort of design and estimation of the overall
system performance.
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Figure 5.15: Radiation characteristic of the isolator-embedded repeater Rx antenna.
Figure 5.16: Current distribution on the vertical pins of the Tx and Rx antennas and
the meandered T-shape isolator at 2.42 GHz (Rx mode).
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Figure 5.17: Radiation characteristic of the isolator-embedded repeater Tx antenna.
Figure 5.18: Current distribution on the vertical pins of the Tx and Rx antennas and
the meandered T-shape isolator at 2.42 GHz (Tx mode).
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By using the simulated transmission coefficient in Fig. 5.14(b) and the measured
response of the RF amplifier, the closed-loop transfer function is numerically calcu-
lated using (5.2) and shown in Fig. 5.19. In this system integration, a 52 dB gain
of the RF amplifier is considered due to the system stability margin and physical
implementation. As before, the value and location of the peak gain of the closed-
loop transfer function depends on the transmission coefficient and the RF amplifier
characteristic.
Figure 5.19: Calculated closed-loop transfer function of the miniaturized isolator-
embedded radio repeater with 52 dB of RF amplifier gain.
In addition to the closed-loop transfer function, the simulated antenna gains
(Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.17) are used to estimate the RCS of the miniaturized isolator-
embedded radio repeater. As shown in Fig. 5.20, the estimated RCS of the minia-
turized isolator-embedded radio repeater shows a lower peak RCS value than the
previous radio repeater design using the near-field cancellation technique and the
dual-channel radio repeater design. It turns out that although the improvement on
the mutual coupling and the high gain of the RF amplifier are achieved, the antenna
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gain drop also affects the overall RCS, which results in the lower RCS value. How-
ever, it should be mentioned that the miniaturized isolator-embedded radio repeater
shows almost flat frequency response and wide bandwidth than previous two repeater
designs except for the RCS drop at the resonant frequency of the meandered T-shape
isolator. This indicates that by separately utilizing two types of isolation techniques
it is feasible to achieve the suppression of the mutual coupling and increase the RCS.
Figure 5.20: Simulated RCS of the miniaturized isolator-embedded radio repeater.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the system performance and RCS of miniaturized radio repeaters
are investigated and analyzed. Due to the intrinsic positive feedback loop between
the Tx and Rx antennas, radio repeaters form a closed-loop system. As a result, the
overall closed-loop transfer function should be considered rather than a sum of the RF
amplifier gain and the antenna gains. This closed-loop transfer function determines
the overall system gain and the RCS value. The proposed closed-loop transfer func-
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tion is investigated and utilized to enhance the performance of the radio repeater. By
utilizing the magnetic and electric couplings, the Tx and Rx antennas are designed
to show the improved radiation efficiency and bandwidth with vertical polarization.
Incorporated with parasitic elements, the Tx and Rx antennas show multiple reso-
nant frequencies, where the dominant radiation separately comes from the original
antenna and the parasitic elements. Therefore, wideband input reflection coefficient
and radiation efficiency can be achieved. Based on the calculated closed-loop transfer
function and the simulated antenna responses, the RCS of the dual-channel radio
repeater is analyzed and compared with a 0.36 m diameter of metallic sphere. It is
shown that the proposed radio repeater provides dual-channel capability with more
than 27.7 dBsm and 26.0 dBsm of RCS on each of channels. Additionally, the combi-
nation of two isolation technique is investigated and demonstrated. In order to reduce
the computational cost and fabrication complexity, a quarter-wavelength meandered
T-shape isolator is proposed. By incorporating with the near-field cancellation tech-
nique, the proposed T-shape isolator decreases the peak level of the mutual coupling
by -55 dB over the entire frequency band. Even though the proposed radio repeater
utilizing the T-shape isolator and near-field cancellation shows an RCS drop due to
the antenna gain drop, it shows the feasibility of the isolation improvement and the
integration of two isolation techniques. Therefore, it is expected that by separating
the operating frequency of each of isolators wider bandwidth of RCS can be achieved.
CHAPTER VI
Conclusions
6.1 Summary of Achievements
The motivation of this thesis has been to enhance wireless signal connectivity
in complex environments, while maintaining low-power communication. In complex
environments wireless communication relies on multi-path propagation, which results
in the loss of connectivity due to high path-loss and fast fading. By reestablishing
line-of-sight propagation, the adverse effects of various complex environments can
be mitigated and addressed. This approach can be accomplished by a set of RF
devices – so-called signal booster, multi-hop communication, or radio repeater – which
amplify the received signal and retransmit it to other communication nodes. In this
scheme, mutual coupling between adjacent antennas is the main restriction to system
performance and miniaturization. The accomplishment of significant suppression of
the mutual coupling can contribute to not only miniaturization of radio repeaters,
but also compact integration of wireless systems.
To this end, this thesis places particular emphasis on improving the suppression
of the mutual coupling between adjacent antennas. Existing isolation techniques
involve large physical dimensions and show poor isolation performance, and hence
are not suitable for miniaturized subwavelength wireless systems. Therefore, studies
to elucidate physical understanding of the mutual coupling have been conducted,
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and new concepts of suppression of the mutual coupling have been proposed and
demonstrated in this thesis. As shown in Fig. 6.1, the proposed isolation techniques
have achieved great reduction of the mutual coupling between two adjacent antennas
within a subwavelength distance. Finally, the repeater system gain and radar cross
section (RCS) have been investigated to evaluate the performance of the radio repeater
system.
Figure 6.1: Summarized figure of merit for the proposed isolation techniques.
6.1.1 Equivalent transmission line model for a thin dielectric-coated sub-
strate and mutual coupling
In most practical communication system sub-components such as antennas, RF
amplifiers, and filters tend to be integrated into a single dielectric-coated conductor
for compact system configuration. As these components share a single ground, mu-
tual coupling is inevitable, and it restricts the performance of the system. In order
to understand the mechanism of the mutual coupling, surface waves and substrate
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modes are explicitly analyzed because the cutoff frequency of each of these mecha-
nisms is zero. The dominant substrate mode can be approximated by a quasi-TEM
wave within and at the vicinity of the thin substrate. As a result, the propagation
of the TEM wave which causes the mutual coupling is explained by an equivalent
transmission line model.
6.1.2 Metamaterial-based Electromagnetic Band-Gap isolator
The term metamaterial generally refers to a material which exhibits a negative
permittivity and/or a negative permeability in some frequency range of interest. By
possessing a positive permittivity and a negative permeability, it is well known that
this effective medium inhibits wave propagation. As a solution to the mutual cou-
pling problem caused by the substrate mode, this property is adopted and utilized.
Based on the equivalent transmission line model, a metamaterial-based electromag-
netic band-gap (EBG) isolator is designed to be induced by the horizontal H-field and
show a magnetic resonance. In this way, a negative permeability can be achieved,
which in turn generates a perfect magnetic conductor and shows a band-gap (stop
band) characteristic. This metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator is integrated into
the subwavelength radio repeater system and shows 24 dB of isolation improvement.
6.1.3 Near-field cancellation technique
Although the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator suppresses the mutual
coupling between two adjacent antennas, the design process of the radio repeater
incorporating the EBG channel isolator requires large computational resources. In
order to achieve better isolation and also decrease the design complexity, a novel
isolation technique is proposed and implemented. As mentioned, the mutual coupling
between the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antennas mainly comes from the substrate
mode within the thin substrate. We use the idea that by adding two signals 180◦ out-
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of-phase with each other the sum will be cancelled. This can be employed to suppress
the mutual coupling by utilizing a two element antenna array as the Tx antenna.
A conventional hybrid ring coupler is adopted and modified in order to feed the Tx
antenna array with the same magnitude but out-of-phase signals. The radio repeater
design utilizing this near-field cancellation technique shows 21.3 dBsm of RCS value
with 50 dB of RF amplifier gain.
6.1.4 System gain and Radar Cross Section
The radio repeater can be characterized in backscattering mode due to its transpon-
der response. As a result, the radio repeater is evaluated and validated through RCS
measurements. In order to estimate the RCS value, the radio repeater system is in-
vestigated and analyzed. As the mutual coupling between the Tx and Rx antennas of
the radio repeater forms a positive feedback system, a closed-loop transfer function is
derived to estimate the repeater system gain. By using this closed-loop transfer func-
tion, Tx and Rx antenna gains, and RF amplifier gain, the RCS of the radio repeater
is numerically estimated. Additionally, a pair of parasitic elements is proposed and
designed to enhance the radiation bandwidth of the repeater antenna. As a result,
it is shown that the radio repeater utilizing wideband antennas and the near-field
cancellation technique shows simultaneous dual-channel capability. The dual-channel
radio repeater is measured and shows 27.7 dBsm and 26.0 dBsm of RCS values on
each of the channels.
6.2 Future work
While the main contribution of this thesis is on the suppression of the mutual
coupling and the improvement of the repeater RCS, the future directions of the tech-
nologies inspired and enabled by this thesis are extensive. The main focus of the
future work entails an increase of the RCS and improved low-power communication.
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6.2.1 High-gain Wideband Radio Repeater Architecture
In Chapter III, the metamaterial-based EBG channel isolator proves to suppress
the substrate mode within a thin dielectric-coated substrate. By utilizing the mag-
netic resonance, a perfect magnetic conductor wall can be generated which inhibits
the propagation of the dominant substrate mode. In addition to the resonant-based
EBG channel isolator, the near-field cancellation technique also has been proposed
in Chapter IV, which achieves suppression of the mutual coupling by the summation
of two signals with the same magnitude but out-of-phase. Then, it is obvious that
a combination of the EBG channel isolator and the near-field cancellation technique
improves the suppression of the mutual coupling. This attempt definitely promises
to decrease the mutual coupling as the operation principles of these techniques are
independent of each other. However, it should be noted that the closed-loop transfer
function needs to be maximized in order to improve the RCS of the radio repeater.
Therefore, instead of decreasing the mutual coupling at the single operation fre-
quency, it is recommended that two separated isolation frequencies are more helpful
to increase the RCS value over a wide frequency range. This can be achieved by sep-
arating the resonant frequency of the EBG channel isolator and the center frequency
of the near-field cancellation technique (i.e. the operation frequency of the hybrid
ring coupler).
6.2.2 Adaptive Beam controlled Radio Repeater Architecture
As discussed in Chapter IV, the radio repeater architecture using the near-field
cancellation technique creates an electric null-plane at the plane of symmetry. As a
result, the proposed radio repeater shows the maximum RCS in the end-fire directions,
which indicates that an array of radio repeaters (repeater cluster) can modify the
beam pattern and radiation gain. Furthermore, a phase shifter can be integrated
into the radio repeater system. In this approach, beamforming capability with two
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or more repeaters enables enhanced repeater performance and an adaptive operation
such as security sensing network and tracking the end-node.
6.2.3 Smart Radio Repeater Architecture
The active components required for amplification of the RF signal suffer from
the drawback of high-power consumption. The proposed radio repeaters in this the-
sis employ simple analogy RF circuitry in order to decrease the system complexity
and cost. In this scheme the active components continuously operate which reduces
the life of the power source. In order to mitigate this power consumption and im-
prove the performance of the radio repeater, the use of a wake-up circuit can be
explored. By utilizing this wake-up circuit, three major performance improvements
can be recommended: 1) hibernation mode with extremely low-power consumption,
2) channel selective operation capability, 3) isolation improvement by gating the DC
bias networks. As the wake-up circuit is triggered by the interrogating signal, the
power consumption of the active components is saved. Additionally, modern digital
communication is carried out through communication protocols including signal au-
thentication and synchronization. With current technology, a wake-up circuit which
can selectively operate to the specific channel by detecting a pilot signal is achievable.
Finally, a wake-up circuit can be explored as a gate timing generator, which discon-
nects the feedback loop by turning off one of the cascaded RF amplifier stages. As a
result, the mutual coupling can be greatly decreased at the cost of a small latency.
6.3 List of Publications
The contributions of this thesis have been published in the following peer-reviewed
journal articles and conference proceedings.
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RSSI measurement at a wooden building model
A prototype of the proposed miniaturized radio repeater using near-field can-
cellation technique is experimentally validated and evaluated in the actual complex
channel environments. In order to verify the performance of the radio repeater, radio
signal strength indicator (RSSI) is measured using a pair of commercial XBee antenna
modules [72]. The complex channel is characterized by measuring RSSI with a fixed
location of the Tx module and without repeaters, as illustrated in Fig. A.1. As can
be seen, deep shadow regions are observed behind the metal post and upper side of
the building. By placing a repeater at the edge of the building, it is observed that
almost 10 dB of signal enhancement is achieved behind the metal post as shown in
Fig. A.2. Furthermore, a chain of multiple radio repeaters is suggested to improve the
signal coverage. As shown in Fig. A.3, by utilizing two radio repeaters the shadow
region from the metal post is entirely covered, and the north side is also improved.
In this measurement1, the transmit power was set to -10 dBm, and the gain of
repeaters’ RF amplifier was set to 50 dB which corresponds to 21.3 dBsm of RCS.
1This measurement was collaborated with Dr. Jonathan Fink.
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Figure A.1: Measured RSSI of a wooden building without repeater.
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Figure A.2: Measured RSSI of a wooden building with one repeater.
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Figure A.3: Measured RSSI of a wooden building with two repeaters in a row.
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APPENDIX B
RSSI measurement at a concrete building model 1
Since the radio repeater is designed to enhance the line-of-sight (LOS) propaga-
tion, it is suggested that more complex and realistic channel environments with less
penetration should be measured to evaluate the performance of the proposed repeater.
In order to provide the LOS communication link, the Tx antenna is located at the
left-lower corner of the rectangular hallway, and RSSI is measured without repeaters
in Fig. B.1. It is observed that the repeater at the right-lower corner enhances the
signal strength along the right side of the hallway as shown in Fig. B.2. Further-
more, it is expected that by utilizing a pair of repeaters the first repeater amplifiers
the LOS signal, and the second repeater further magnifies the output power of the
amplified RF signal. Therefore, this configuration can greatly improve the strength
and coverage of the wireless signal. Fig. B.3 shows the measured response utilizing a
pair of repeaters at the right-lower corner. As can be seen, the signal strength at the
right side of the hallway is completely improved and covered.
In this measurement1, the transmit power was set to 10 dBm, and the gain of
repeaters’ RF amplifier was set to 50 dB which corresponds to 21.3 dBsm of RCS.
1This measurement was collaborated with Mr. Benjamin Charrow and Mr. James Stephan.
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Figure B.1: Measured RSSI of a concrete building 1 without repeaters.
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Figure B.2: Measured RSSI of a concrete building 1 with one repeater.
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Figure B.3: Measured RSSI of a concrete building 1 with a pair of repeaters.
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APPENDIX C
RSSI measurement at a concrete building model 2
Although significant improvements regarding the signal coverage is observed in
Appendix A and B, it is suggested that the extension of the communication range
should be measured in complex indoor channels. For this purpose, a pair of the
proposed radio repeater is placed at the left-upper and left-lower corners as illustrated
in Fig. C.1 [73]. Due to the multi-path propagation, the measured signal shows
significant fast fading effect. In order to alleviate this severe fluctuation, a set of
multiple points (about 10 cm apart) is measured and then averaged at each of Rx
points Pi. Additionally, it should be noted that the XBee antenna modules require
outgoing and incoming signal propagations in this measurement setup because the Tx
antenna transmits the RF signal once it receives it from the Rx antenna. Therefore,
the left-upper repeater is placed to amplify the signal from the Rx to the Tx antenna,
and vise versa for the left-lower repeater. As reported in Fig. C.2, the placement of
one repeater which enhances the signal from the Tx to the Rx antenna improves the
signal strength by 8.2 dB and extends the communication range by 12.5 m.
In this measurement1, the transmit power was set to 10 dBm, and the gain of
repeaters’ RF amplifier was set to 50 dB which corresponds to 21.3 dBsm of RCS.
1This measurement was collaborated with Dr. Fikadu Dagefu.
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Figure C.1: Geometry of the measured indoor channel scenario.
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